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Maximum service and optimal safety
Lell car dealership offers dependable service for your BMW in the Oberpfalz region
The Lell car dealership has been an authorized BMW dealer since 1982. At the
time the youngest authorized BMW dealer, J.B. Lell founded his business as
a small company, run by its proprietor.
Over the past 30 years, it quickly became an established point of contact in
the northern Oberpfalz region. Today,
there are Lell dealerships in six locations with more than 200 employees,
four of them are BMW dealerships in
the Oberpfalz and Upper Franconia
re gions. BMW and Mini dealerships
are located in Schwandorf, Wunsiedel,
Kümmersbruck and Weiden.

Just recently, the company was recognized for its excellent BMW repair
services. All service pro cesses were
evaluated ranging from making an appointment, providing customer service
to repair services. The Lell team achieved the amazing score of 99 percent.
Customer service and customer wishes are the number one priority at
all Lell car dealerships. Lell‘s unique
promise to the customer is to be fully committed to serving its customers
while constantly optimizing its services.
Lell car dealerships stand out because
of their excellent service, customer-

sion, until your car is ready, or, if it‘s
just a short repair, you wait at the car
dealership while enjoying a coffee and
free Wi-Fi access.

oriented consulting, professionalism,
dependability and customer trust. Our
highly qualified employees always
use the latest diagnostic and repair
techniques for the maintenance and
repair of your vehicle. Whether it is
Smart Repair, rim repair or a complete
make-over of your car to include tinting
the windows: Lell‘s service team provides fair service combined with high
expertise. lf your car has to be in the
shop for a longer period of time, Lell
offers you several solutions to keep you
mobile. You can either use the service
of getting a replacement vehicle, also
available with an automatic transmis

Getting car service or buying parts without having to pay taxes is especially
attractive for customers since Lell accepts VAT forms. Additionally, you may
pay with your credit card for your services directly at the car dealership.

BMW M5
Mileage: 10.6l/100 km (combined)
CO2-emissions: 242 g/km (combined)

THIS SERVICE KEEPS YOU ON THE RIGHT TRACK.

Autohaus
J. B. LELL

www.lell-bmw.de

The Ultimate
Driving Machine®

In the Autohaus Lell car dealership our employees always provide you with reliable service and top level professionalism so that you can enjoy unlimited driving
pleasure. Our qualified English-speaking service consultants Mr Scheibe and Mr Pyka
are available to help you at our dealerships in both Weiden and Kümmersbruck.

WHAT THE LELL SERVICE PACKAGE INCLUDES FOR YOU.
▪ Good, fair service
▪ Competent consultants
▪ Service replacement vehicle with
automatic transmission
▪ Vehicle preparation /
full preparation
▪ Window tinting
▪ Smart Repair

▪
▪
▪
▪

Rim repair
Accident maintenance
Top terms
Purchase without tax through
the “VAT form”
▪ BMW and MINI Service
▪ Payment by credit card
▪ W-LAN for our customers

YOUR BMW AND MINI SERVICE CONTACT FROM LELL.

LELL´S
SERVICE.
FAIR. RELIABLE. FAST.

Alexander Pyka
BMW service consultant
Kümmersbruck dealership
+49 (0)9621/7710-11
alexander.pyka@lell-bmw.de

Autohaus J. B. Lell GmbH & Co. KG, Zur Centralwerkstätte 5, 92637 Weiden
Autohaus J. B. Lell GmbH & Co. KG, Vilstalstr. 25-29, 92245 Kümmersbruck

Mathias Scheibe
BMW service consultant
Weiden dealership
+49 (0)961/3003-70
mathias.scheibe@lell-bmw.de

www.lell-bmw.de
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Col. Robert S. McChrystal is the
82nd commander of the regiment.

Col. Robert S.
McChrystal is the
82nd Regimental
Commander
Grafenwoehr, Germany – "Col. Robert S. McChrystal marks
the 82nd chapter of the glorious history of the 2nd Cavalry Regiment," said Brig. Gen. Joseph Hilbert. In a solemn ceremony,
he handed over command of the Dragoons stationed in Vilseck
from Col. Joseph M. Ewers to his successor.

Photo Credit: Gerald Morgenstern (4)

Not less than 10 generals, including Lt. Gen. John Kolasheski,
V Corps commanding general, and other high-ranking military
personnel from the US Army, the German Armed Forces and
the armed forces from Poland, France and England came together on the parade field for the change of command. Mayor
Edgar Knobloch from Grafenwoehr and deputy mayor Thorsten
Graedler from Vilseck represented the civil side together with
other elected officials and heads of local host nation authorities.
The actual change of command was preceded by the awarding
of the Meritorious Service Medal and Meritorious Public Service Medal to Ewers and his wife Sandy. Ewer's next assignment is with SHAPE, the Supreme Allied Forces Headquarters in
Belgium. The Command Sergeant Major of the 2nd US Cavalry
Regiment (2CR), Benjamin Pingel and Ewers had the new commander entered in the historical regiment book. It has been continuously updated since the regiment was founded in May 1836.
McChrystal is the 82nd commander of the traditional, oldest still
active cavalry regiment in the US Army.

In a World War II-era White Scout Car, the new and outgoing
commander, together with Hilbert and the Honorary Colonel
of the Regiment, Frank Hurd, inspected the impressive parade
of around 2,500 cavalrymen. The army music corps of the
Bundeswehr from Veitshöchheim played the marching music.
With the handover of the troop flag, the official act of the handover of command was completed.
During the interview, McChrystal affirmed that he was looking
forward to his new task in Vilseck. In particular, the great partnerships that the regiment maintains with the military units of the
various nations and with the cities and communities in the region
are close to his heart. McChrystal’s last assignment was at the
headquarters of the 75th Ranger Regiment at Ft. Benning, Ga.
He is coming to the Upper Palatinate with his wife Jennifer and
their four children and will live in Vilseck.

The 2nd Cavalry Regiment was commissioned in May 1836. The regiment's soldiers
are also known as Dragoons.
Their deployments and operations were on the American
continent, in World War I and II. At various locations in Bavaria, they secured the inner-German border during the
Cold War. They were deployed to Kuwait, Bosnia, Iraq and
Afghanistan. The regiment has been stationed in Vilseck
since the summer of 2006.
The total strength of the regiment is around 4,500 soldiers
serving in seven squadrons.
Dating back to their early days on horseback, they wear
the Stetson and spurs. Today the regiment is equipped
with modern Stryker wheeled armored vehicle. Their motto is "Toujours prêt - Always ready!“

The line-up of the 2,500 2CR
soldiers was inspected in a
historic White Scout Car.

| by Gerald Morgenstern
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Col. Robert S. McChrystal
(center) is the 82nd commander of the Vilseck Dragoons. His predecessor, Col.
Joseph Ewers (right) and
Command Sergeant Major
Benjamin Pingel (left), had
him entered in the traditional
regiment book.

Non-contact
Measuring

for compression stockings

Col. Robert McChrystal
(from right), Brig. Gen.
Joseph Hilbert, Honorary Colonel and 2CR
veteran Frank Hurd and
Col. Joseph Ewers at the
change of command.

For every foot problem
the right care
Comfort shoes, orthopedic customized shoes,
shoe adaptations of any kind, classic shoe insoles, therapy
insoles and shoe insoles for work safety shoes –
Rothballer Schuhtechnik is always the right address for
people who want to walk and run well.
With us the personal contact, individual and competent
consultation, with our customers still stands in the
foreground. With excellent materials and professional
perfection, we have been supporting our customers for
more than 50 years in our traditional company.

USAG Bavaria
Community
Reminder:
The Diessfurt Lake, between Grafenwoehr
and Pressath, is an easily accessible choice
for weekend summer fun. But it's crucial to
follow the lake rules and keep the recreational area clean for everyone to enjoy.

Our services:
Custom insoles
Orthopedic custom shoes

Wide range of
Birkenstock
shoes

Compression care
Non-contact measuring
Diabetic care
Orthopedic shoe ﬁttings
Shoe retail

Please follow these lake rules to avoid
getting in trouble with the Bavarian State
Forestry or Polizei:
• No swimming
(lifeguards are not on duty)
• No littering
• No fires
• No camping
Let's all do our part in keeping it beautiful
and #BetterInBavaria.
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Sportsman supply
Treadmill analysis

Orthopedic
shoe
technology

Shoe
retailer

Orthopedic
technology

Stadtmühlweg 3
www.rothballer-schuhtechnik.de
92637 Weiden i.d. Opf.
Tel.: 0961 44120
Fax: 0961 418846
info@rothballer-schuhtechnik.de

Joint training
event strengthens
partnership
between German,
American police
Grafenwoehr, Germany -- On June 10, U.S. Army Garrison
Bavaria’s Directorate of Emergency Services and Upper Palatinate Polizei participated in a joint active shooter training event
within the Grafenwoehr Training Area. Eleven DES Soldiers and
16 local Polizei, from Eschenbach, Auerbach and Vilseck, attended this partnership event to build on their relations and
optimize teamwork.
While daily collaboration is nothing new between the two parties, this event worked to exchange knowledge and experiences in the special case of an active shooter scenario. If a situation calls for it, the teams worked on preparedness and the
ability to integrate harmoniously.
“We work together every day and are in regular contact, since
we share common service areas that we are both responsible for,” said Werner Stopfer, head of the police inspection in
Eschenbach.

Photo Credit: U.S. Army Garrision Bavaria / Natalie Simmel (2)

According to the teams, this was the first joint active shooter
training event between German and American law enforcement
participants on GTA. At this special training event, the German
and American law enforcement organizations exchanged knowledge on different tactics, techniques and procedures in the
case of an active shooter situation, and they trained together
to ensure complementary response in actual operational situations.

Military police officers together with German police
officers exercise tactics in the glasshouse during the
joint Active Shooter training event.

tactics of each organization were shown and exercised. In the
walk phase, both parties worked together adjusting to the new
teammates. And in the run phase, teams exercised with training
ammunition to get accustomed to each others working style
and German training weapons.
“In our field of work, communication and good relationships are
important,” said USAG Bavaria Chief of Police Robert Beaty.
“You can’t expect good work, if you have nothing to build on.”
As COVID19 restrictions lift, both parties indicated that they
look forward to more trainings on more frequent basis.
“This is the first of an initial series of training that I’d like to see
between us — to build that partnership and develop our relationship — in order to make sure that we can respond appropriately to any type of incident,” Trakas said.

“These joint training events are great for our law enforcement
branch within DES, as well as to build partnership with our
German law enforcement counterparts,” said DES Director Maj.
Dale Trakas. “We learn from them, and they learn from us.”

To continue good working relationships and ensure that everyone is on the same page in case of emergency — especially
with occasional language barriers — Soldiers and Polizei alike
agreed that training exercises like this are beneficial for all
parties.

During three stages — the crawl phase, the walk phase and
the run phase — participants went through different scenarios
to understand each other better and developed ideas on how
to optimize their teamwork. In the crawl phase, the different

“I think it’s a great opportunity for us to come together, get
on the same accord and build our training,” said Staff Sgt.
Henry Smith, 18th Military Police Brigade. “It’s something we
can build on and continue to move forward with.”
| by Natalie Simmel

Participants of the joint Active Shooter
training are getting ready to interact and
exercise in the run phase.
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Grafenwoehr, Germany -- Arriving to a new military installation can take some time getting used to, especially overseas.
To help combat the culture shock at U.S. Army Garrison Bavaria, KONTAKT Clubs in Rose and Tower Barracks work to bring
people together from different backgrounds. For decades these clubs helped support German-American friendship, which is
an important part of the community and beneficial for all.
Both KONTAKT Clubs offer a variety of activities and social
gatherings where community members can connect, exchange
ideas and experiences. It is a great way to learn about the culture of Bavaria.
“The intention of the club has always been to help support
the German-American friendship and create a place for cultural
exchange,” says Wolfgang Glowania, international president of
KONTAKT Club Vilseck.

Photo Credit: Milena Felkl / USAG Bavaria Intern

The cultural exchange offers Americans the opportunity to
learn about Bavaria and its culture; furthermore, it also gives
Germans a great way to learn about America’s melting pot,
practice the English language with native speakers and make
new friends.

“It is wonderful to establish lifelong friendships and staying in
touch for years,” says Walter Brunner, international president
of KONTAKT Club Grafenwoehr. “Even after some people have
travelled back to the United States of America, we maintain the
friendships.”
To diversify the program, different trips and events are offered
seasonally. These range from day trips to local fests and attractions, hosting cooking classes, barbecues and more. Social
gatherings are held on a regular basis, where people can meet
and connect.
Another way the KONTAKT Clubs help Americans better integrate into Bavaria is through volunteer work. To give back to
the local community, the KONTAKT Clubs and its multinational
members regularly donate to charity, provide pet food to local
animal shelters, organize visits to nursing homes and support
people in need – like the Soziale Stadt Grafenwoehr with the
Buergerladen.
If you are interested in joining or visiting the club, make sure to
stop by at one of their events on Vilseck (Rose Barracks, Bldg.
301) or Grafenwoehr (Tower Barracks, Bldg. 108). Additionally,
community members can follow the Facebook pages, here:

Tower Barracks:

Interior recreation room of Kontakt Club Grafenwoehr
used for socialization and events.

tower barracks

Get in contact with local
German-American KONTAKT Clubs

Rose Barracks:

Editor’s Note: The KONTACT Clubs charge separate annual membership fees.
For more information, or to find the best fit, please reach out to the clubs directly.

| by Milena Felkl, Intern with USAG Bavaria Public Affairs

Original Thai Health Massage SAENSUK
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traditional body Massage
Foot Massage
Steam-heated herb pouch Massage
Face Massage
Hot stone Massage
Wellness for body and soul

Opening Hours: Mon.–Fri.: 9.30 a.m.–7 p.m.
Sat.:
9.30 a.m.–4 p.m.

Give the gift of health
with a coupon
to family and friends.
Experienced personnel with a long
professional history is looking
forward to your coming!
Our new staff is looking
forward to seeing you.
Untere Vorstadt 9 · 91275 Auerbach
Telephone: 09643-20 62 662

tower barracks
Grafenwoehr, Germany – "We are at home here because
you support us," noted Brig. Gen. Joseph Hilbert. In a solemn
ceremony, the US Army honored deserving persons for being
excellent neighbors for the second time and bestowed the Order of the Tower with the Good Neighbor Award.

US Field Artillery Regiment. In August 2021, Nierhoff and Pegnitz commemorated the crash of a US helicopter and the death
of 37 soldiers 50 years ago with a memorial service. Retired
Staff Sgt. Fritz Wittmann has been a trusted friend of the US
Army in Ansbach for more than 30 years. He founded the Muna
Museum in the Franken Kaserne in Oberdachstetten, which is
now used by the US Army.

In 2021, Brig. Gen. Christopher Norrie had introduced the
Good Neighbor Award for the first time. Together with the hoRudolph Leykauf from Ansbach worked for the US Army as a
norees of the previous year, the US Army invited the upcoming
civilian employee for 46 years. Among other things, as a quarawardees to Grafenwoehr's landmark, the historic water tower.
ters inspector, he ensured that Franconia became home to
The commanding general, 7th US Army Training Command
thousands of US Army aviators. Alois Friedl, from Kirchenthum(7ATC), Brig. Gen. Joseph Hilbert, emphasized that it is the
bach, has been a firefighter and
people in the cities and comparamedic with the US Fire Demunities that make Bavaria a
partment in Grafenwoehr since
temporary home for US sol"We are infinitely grateful
1982. He has helped both soldiers and families.
to you for that, the barracks
diers and civilians in countless
operations, accidents and fires.
"We are infinitely grateful to
fence is just a safety factor, it
As a firefighter, he was involyou for that, the barracks
doesn't separate us. The relaved in numerous events, and
fence is just a safety factor,
tionships have often resulted
his service in the voluntary fire
it doesn't separate us. The
brigade also benefited from his
relationships have often rein lifelong connections across
skills and knowledge. Friedl
sulted in lifelong connections
national borders"
suffered serious injuries on
across national borders,”
July 1, 2020 in the training area
said Hilbert. He expressed
(Brig. Gen. Joseph Hilbert)
during a selfless rescue operahis sincere thanks for the
tion to rescue US parachutists
great understanding of the
who were trapped in the trees. The injuries from the fall reresidents regarding the expanded training and shooting that
quired lengthy medical treatment. Despite numerous therapies,
is currently taking place. Information about the tasks of 7ATC
Friedl was no longer able to work as a firefighter, but this did
was made available in a video clip. Col. Christopher Danbeck
not break his will to continue serving the community.
provided information on the US installations in Grafenwoehr,
Vilseck, Hohenfels, and Garmisch and Col. Karen Hobart for
Helmuth Wächter, the former mayor of Grafenwoehr and Prethe Ansbach garrison.
sident of the German-American Joint Committee (DAGA) has
been committed to German-American friendship and the integThe following people were honored in the Tower Theater: Bernration of US citizens for decades. During his 30-year tenure as
hard Graf from Hohenfels, he was mayor there for 12 years and
mayor, US barracks underwent major expansion and moderniensured a harmonious relationship between the population and
zation. He provided great support at the 100th anniversary of
the American neighbors. Wolfgang Nierhoff, Mayor of Pegnitz,
the training area, numerous concerts, celebrations and events.
the town has a very lively partnership with the 1st Battalion, 6th

Photo Credit: Gerald Morgenstern (2)

“
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Tower Barracks

US Army
presents
Good Neighbor
Award

Receiving the award
was especially emotional
for Alois Friedl (left)
from Kirchenthumbach.
The professional firefighter
suffered severe injuries during
a selfless rescue mission.

Brig. Gen. Joseph Hilbert (right) and Command Sgt. Major
Mark Morgen (left) present Rudolph Leykauf (from left),
Fritz Wittmann, Stefan Horndasch, Helmuth Wächter, Alois
Friedl, Wolfgang Nierhoff and Bernhard Graf with the Good
Neighbor Award of the US Army..

Stefan Horndasch, the deputy county commissioner of Ansbach, is considered a great supporter of the US Army and the
helicopter brigade stationed around Ansbach. On the political
side, at numerous meetings, gatherings and events, he was and
still is committed to partnership and good cooperation.
Following the award, the US Army's traditional Spring Reception was held for the first time since the Corona break.

As DAGA president, he is actively involved in contributing to the
large German-American Volksfest, where DAGA operates the
German beer tent, the Christmas Tree Lighting and other events.

Visit the enormous
DEVIL`S CAVE!
Please note: In the Devil‘s Cave, there
are over 400 steps. Photography is allowed only without flash!
Please stay with the group!
The residents of this region had named the
tremendous cave gorge the „Teufelsloch“
(Devil`s Hole) hundreds of years ago. But
after the discovery, as one could see the
huge dimensions of the cave, it was called
„Teufelshöhle“, which means `Devil`s
Cave`.
„Devil`s Hole“
is the first hall in the cave, is 30 feet high and
above it there are 50 feet of stone. 27 years

| by Gerald Morgenstern

further there was a cave-in. In October 1922
the cave-explorer, a mining engineer called
Prof. Dr. Hans Brandt, gave the order to break a passage through the cave-in. His workers had to dig 30 feet before they found
the natural course of the cave. During the
next ten years the cave was extended to
one mile, which can be visited up to now.
Right behind the entrance, one can see the
first limestone- formations. The „Pope`s
Crown“, the „Organ“ and the „Curtain“.
They are between 10 000 and 12 000 years
old.
The limestones hanging from the ceiling are
called stalactites and the ones growing out
of the ground are the stalagmites. To build
up 1 mm of limestone it takes 13 years.
Next to our journey into „Devil`s Cave` is

Bears Grotto. Visitors can see even a complete skeleton of a cave bear. The bear was
approximately 12 feet high and his weight
was 900 pounds. After passing the „Nibelung Grotto“ the visitor enters the
„Barbarossa Dome“.
In this hall one can see „Barbarossas Beard“ which forms a fine waterfall. A stalagmite arising from the ground in the form of a
Pagoda Pillar „Emperor Barbarossa“ is the
most beautiful formation in the cavern and
it is 200 000 years old.
If the visitor looks downwards in the „Barbarossa Dome“ he can see the deepest
location of the cave: it is situated 230 feet
below the upper surface of the cavern. The
visitor has to go up „Mount Calvary“ and after he has reached the last step, he can see

Fascination Devil ’s Cave
Pottenstein/Fränkische Schweiz
Detailed information
for our guests
is available at the
Tourism Ofﬁce
91278 Pottenstein
Phone: 09243-70841
www.pottenstein.de
www.teufelshoehle.de

one of the longest
stalactite caves in Germany
Ê Tours, daily
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Ê Restaurant – bus parking
Ê Pottenstein’s adventure mile
Ê Area with the largest number of
breweries in the world!!!

the multi-colour illuminated „Crucifixion“ to
his right. After the „Three-Kaisers-Grotto“
and the „Witches Shaft“ the visitor enters
the
„Colossal Hall“.
This cave is 42 feet high and above it there are 147 feet of stone. In this hall one can
find the two oldest limestones of `Devil`s
Cave`. The first stalacmite resembles a
„tree“, the other one is called „Goliath“.
Their age is thought to be over 300 000
years.
Then one walks through the „Candle Hall“
and finally reavches the exit. As the exit is 82
feet higher, the visitor has to pass a romantic
gorge to get back to the entrance.

THaNK yOu fOr viSiTiNG!

tower barracks

Water conservation
within the USAG
Bavaria footprint

Photo Credit: U.S. Army Garrision Bavaria

Grafenwoehr, Germany – Across the Army there is a renewed focus on energy and water conservation. The first-ever
Energy and Utilities Summit was hosted by the Army Materiel
Command in December 2021 in which the Army Climate Strategy, Strategic Energy and Water Plans and Resourcing, and
sharing of best practices were discussed.
By putting an intensified focus on conserving water, we also
save energy. We can each challenge ourselves every day to be
better stewards of life-giving water.

We should all work to assess our water use and address areas
where we are wasteful. As populations grow and water consumption rises, the need for water conservation — the practice
of using less water and using water more efficiently — becomes
more critical.
Less water consumption can help you reduce your environmental impacts and even help lower your utility costs. Today is
the day to challenge yourself to become more water conscious
and conserve water in everyday actions.

U.S. Army Garrison Bavaria community members can implement small changes to their everyday routine to limit and efficiently use water that will make impacts that affect the world.
Water is an essential part of life. It is also a finite resource. Most
of the water found on the globe is saltwater (over 97%), and the
remainder must service a growing population.

To learn more, contact the USAG
Bavaria Environmental Division.
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Welcome to Pöllinger!

Pick a few to practice this month. Small changes can make big
differences in water consumption and use! The list below outlines simple actions you can begin implementing today:
• Do not use more water than you need. Thoughtful actions
will ensure that you are not unintentionally consuming water
• Wait until you have full loads. Only run appliance washers —
dish or laundry — when you have enough items for a full load
and use appropriate water settings
• Use the shortest cycle possible for washing clothes and use
the ‘suds-saver’ feature if your machine has one
• Stop using your toilet as an ashtray or wastebasket. Every
flush uses 5 – 7 gallons of water
• Turn off the tap when you brush your teeth. A running tap
uses up to nine liters of water a minute
• Have a shower rather than a bath. Filling your bath by an inch
less deep than usual will save, on average five liters of water
• Shorten your shower – reducing your shower from 10 minutes to 4 minutes will save more than 300 liters of water every
week
• Keep a bucket in your shower to use to water your plants
• Install a water-saving showerhead to cut the amount of water
you use by about 30% per shower
• Rinse your razor in the sink
• Use a water-saving device in your toilet cistern. Depending
on the size of your cistern, you could save between one and
three liters each time you flush the toilet
• Reuse glass and mugs – Use the same glass, mug or cup to
drink out of all day to reduce the water you use washing up.
But don’t cut down on the amount of water you drink!
• If you wash dishes by hand, don’t leave the water running
for rinsing
• If you have two sinks, fill one with rinse water. If you have only
one sink, first gather all your washed dishes in a dish rack,
then rinse them quickly with a spray device or a pan of water
• Use fewer pots/pans and utensils when cooking. The less
you use, the less water needed to wash up
• Don’t run the tap until the water’s cool – keep a jug of water
in the fridge for instantly cold drinks instead. Try adding fruit
or mint for some flavor
• Use a bowl in the sink when washing fruit or vegetables. You
can then use the wastewater to water your plants
• Use a watering can in the garden instead of a sprinkler or a
hosepipe. Garden sprinklers and hosepipes left running can
use between 500 and 1,000 liters of water an hour
• Use rainwater to water the garden
• Water early or late in the day to avoid evaporation. Try to
avoid watering on very windy days
• Use ice cubes or leftover water in glasses to water plants
• Use mulch to help prevent evaporation and the need for as
frequent watering
• Leave your lawn a little longer to help with lawn health during
dry weather
• Wash your dog outside, this will also will water the grass
• Check your property regularly for leaks on your internal
plumbing
Water is one of our most precious resources. Conserving water saves you money and protects the environment.
Work to conserve water today.
| by Grace Fitzpatrick, USAG Bavaria Environmental Division
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tower barracks

Tree of partnership
and friendship

“Schützenschnur”
awarded to
American soldiers

Grafenwoehr, Germany – "Each side with each other"
was one of Alexander Richter's commands when setting up
the partnership tree. For the American soldiers from the US
state of Georgia, it was something special to follow the Bavarian maypole tradition and raise the 20-meter pole as a sign of
solidarity and friendship.

Photo Credit: Gerald Morgenstern (2)

Col. Christopher Danbeck, commander of the US Army Garrison Bavaria, was delighted to welcome partners and guests
to the partnership tree ceremony on the parade field in front of
the water tower. A special greeting went to the mayors Edgar
Knobloch, Grafenwöhr and Hans Martin Schertl from Vilseck.
Almost all other mayors and delegations from the twin towns of
Eschenbach, Pressath, Kirchenthumbach, Freihung, Kemnath,
Weiden, Amberg, Schlicht, Sorghof, Hirschau, Königstein,
Sulzbach-Rosenberg, Hahnbach, Ahornthal, Erbendorf, Edelsfeld, Kaltenbrunn, Ammerthal and Pegnitz were represented.
The German Armed Forces, Federal Forestry, Federal Police
and Bavarian Police also sent their representatives. Mirroring
their American partner units, all their coats of arms were then
mounted on the tree.
Danbeck briefly touched on the tradition of the maypole. The
tree is meant to be a symbol of the many friendships and partnerships that have been formed between Germans and Americans since 1945. The federal forest office provided the spruce
trunk and the employees of the garrison DPW for preparing
and painting the tree and the coat of arms decoration.
Danbeck gave the command to set up the tree to fire brigade
commander Alexander Richter. Comrades from the volunteer
fire brigade and the US Fire Department supported the soldiers
on the swallows. These came from the 1st Armored Brigade
Combat Team of the 3rd Infantry Division from Fort Stewart.
The soldiers are currently stationed
at Grafenwoehr Training Area to reinforce NATO's eastern flank.
After the work was done, the unit’s
commander, Col. Peter Moon, had
the honor of tapping the traditional
beer keg. Caterers Christian and
Hans Biersack served the guests
with Zoigl beer, sausages and
pretzels.

40 coats of arms adorn the partnership
tree, which is a symbol of solidarity and
friendship on the parade field in front of
the water tower.

| by Gerald Morgenstern

Lt. Col. Florian Rommel (with beret) presented the US soldiers
with Bundeswehr rifle cords in gold, silver and bronze. Reserve
Midshipman Andre Potzler (from right) and 7ATC Cmd. Sgt.
Major Mark Morgan congratulated the Soldiers.

Grafenwoehr, Germany – The German-American cooperation at Grafenwoehr Training Area is working. Several US soldiers were able to receive bronze, silver and gold rifle cords
from the hands of the German military representative, Lt. Col.
Florian Rommel.
The rifle cord of the Bundeswehr is a coveted insignia for American soldiers. The award for special shooting performance may
also be worn on their uniforms. The prerequisite for the Schützenschnur is the completion of evaluation exercises with the
pistol and the German assault rifle G 36. In the spirit of partnership-based cooperation, the soldiers of the German Army’s
commander's office on Grafenwoehr Training Area carried out
two shooting days last year to achieve the badge.
Organizer and facilitator was Reserve Midshipman Andre Potzler, who is also a public affairs officer with the US Army's 7th
Training Command (7ATC). More than 150 US soldiers from
units at Tower Barracks in Grafenwoehr, Rose Barracks in
Vilseck and the US Helicopter Brigade in Ansbach took part in
the shooting competition. During a line-up in front of 7ATC near
the water tower, the remaining badges were awarded. 7ATC
Cmd. Sgt. Major Mark Morgan thanked the Bundeswehr for
hosting the shooting competition and congratulated the US soldiers on their performance.
| by Gerald Morgenstern
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tower barracks

Second annual EFMP
Parent’s Day Picnic

Community members
gather at EFMP’s
second annual
Parent’s Day Picnic
at Rose Barracks on
June 15, 2022.

Grafenwoehr, Germany – The Exceptional Family Members
Program held its second annual Parent’s Picnic Day on June
15, 2022, on Rose Barracks. In a picnic atmosphere, all community members were invited to enjoy the great weather, play,
network, and get to know their community better.

“My program focuses on Soldiers that got sent here with special needs dependents and our objective is to serve and support them and help them get out and feel involved. And we
want the community members who may not have special needs
dependents just to be aware that there are special needs families in our area,” Terry Giles, EFMP manager for USAG Bavaria,
explained.

“This event is fantastic. It was great last year and I am really excited for the families and the kids that are running around here
that we are doing it again this year. It’s a great way to kick off
the summer,” garrison commander Col. Christopher Danbeck
said.

One of the games offered, the mirror box game, was one fun
way to give participants an idea of how it feels to be someone
with special needs and spread awareness and understanding.
“You can do the same things as everybody else. It’s just more
challenging,” Rich explained.
Many other fun activities such as the bean bag toss, face painting, corn-hole, and hula-hoop were available. Additionally, food
trucks filled the needs of hungry participants that did not bring
their own picnic food.

“We are just here to have fun and get people involved. Get
them out of the house and interacting with each other,” Quran
Rich, EFMP Systems Navigator, explained. “And then if they
have questions with any of these agencies that are here to support them, they have an opportunity to do their fun activities,
ask questions, get information or find any kind of support that
they might need.”

“We didn’t expect it to be this big. It turned out really nice. I
like how everyone is coming out with their kids and having a
picnic and everybody is having fun with everybody else” said
Sgt. Kelly Nicolas from 2CR who came to enjoy the picnic with
his family. “This is a very good event. It’s the best weather for
everybody to be out and play and have fun with their kids and
meet new people.”

“We just got here a few months ago and it’s a great opportunity to network and meet different people and different organizations. Especially with a newborn it’s nice to see what they
are offering as far as family activities, programs, and classes,”
spouse Rashonda Spence said. “And of course to mingle and
find kids the same age as ours so they can play, run around
and be open.”

In comparison to last year, this event has already grown. More
organizations participated and food trucks were present. However, in the future ACS hopes to expand this event to Hohenfels
and Garmisch so families get the opportunity to do fun and
interesting events there as well.

In addition to giving families the opportunity to come out and
have a good time, this event aimed to bring awareness to community members with special needs.

Apart from this annual picnic, the ACS offers other familyfriendly and fun activities and events such as the monthly karaoke party or the movie night for children.
| by Natalie Simmel
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Organizations such as the Family Advocacy Program, the Child
and Youth Services, the United Services Organization, the
American Forces Network, the library, and many more were
present to offer fun activities, entertainment, and information.
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history & nature

The Schlicht
parish vicar,
Father Jimmy
Joseph, prayed
with the faithful
during the service at the Wolf
Hunter’s Chapel.

Singing and praying
to the Wolf Hunter’s
Chapel
Grafenwoehr, Germany -- The wolves have been back on
the training area since 2016, and the Wolf Hunter‘s Chapel at
the foot of the Schwarzen Berg mountain commemorates an
event during a wolf hunt more than 300 years ago. After a twoyear Corona break, pilgrims from Vilseck and the surrounding
communities set out on Trinity Sunday for the only pilgrimage
in Bavaria that runs through a restricted area.
The inscription on the old picture in the Wolf Hunter‘s Chapel
reads: “In the 17th century on this square there was a depiction

Photo Credit: Gerald Morgenstern (3)

History of
the Training
Area
“Grafenwoehr Training
Area, Yesterday - Today”
is the title of the bilingual
book written by Reserve
Sgt. Major Gerald Morgenstern. A new edition was released in December 2018.
On 288 pages with more than 800 photos, it does not only
tell the history of the training area since 1910 but also covers the Wolf Hunter’s Chapel.
“Grafenwoehr Training Area, Yesterday - Today” is available in bookstores and at various sales locations on and off
post. For more information, visit us on Facebook at “Grafenwoehr Training-Area Book,” or by sending an e-mail to
morgenstern.gerald@t-online.de. The book may also be
ordered online.

The miraculous image
in the Wolf Hunter’s
Chapel commemorates
the rescue of a hunter.

where the old forester shot a wolf, which attacked and injured
him; but at the moment of greatest danger, the forester's son
came by invoking the Holy Trinity, killed the wolf with a wellaimed shot and thereby saved his father from the danger to
his life." The refurbished miraculous picture in the interior of
the small church commemorates the wolf archer legend with
its eerie scene. The chapel, located in the middle of the dark,
extensive forests near the former Erzhäusl settlement, is a gem
and the last intact little church on the entire training area.
Around 100 pilgrims made the short walk from the parking lot
on the tank trail through the blooming, lush nature to the little
Wolf Hunter‘s church . Singing and praying, the path led along
the avenue of 100 linden trees that were planted for the 100th
anniversary of the training area in 2010.
The Schlicht parish vicar, Father Jimmy Joseph, prayed the Trinity devotion with the faithful and also asked for the protection
of the Blessed Mother. After the blessing, the priest thanked
all participants for praying and singing along, as well as all
helpers.
In the 300-year history of the little church, the Federal Forest
Service secured the simple chapel from decay in 1967 and
has cared for it ever since. The staff of the Federal Forest Service led by Axel Gierke decorated the forecourt and the chapel. Afterwards, the foresters also provided the pilgrims with
sausages and drinks. District forester Frank Gerstenmeier was
among the visitors. Andreas Kreuzer from the US Army Garrison Bavaria accompanied the group and ensured access to the
restricted area.
| by Gerald Morgenstern
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Former labor camp
in Bernreuth from
1945 to 1957.

Explore Grafenwöhr
and its history

History & Nature

West Camp
Bernreuth The forgotten
third barracks

Grafenwoehr, Germany --The town of Bernreuth, whose origins probably date back to the 7th to 8th centuries, as described
by Eckhart Griesbach in his book " Grafenwoehr Training Area,"
was located on a small hill 3.5 km southeast of Auerbach. When
the military training area was expanded in 1938, the site was right
on the border and was closed.
After World War I, it got “quiet” in the camp due to the troop reductions. This was to change with the reintroduction of general
conscription in 1935. The training area was not only a place where many new divisions and units were set up and stationed, more
and more troops were transferred to Grafenwoehr for shooting
and combat exercises. Such a rapidly expanding army required
more modern and larger barracks, facilities and training areas.

Visitors immerse themselves in the
world of the military training area In

Photo Credit:: Tourismuszentrum Oberpfälzer Wald/Norbert Eimer | Culture and Military Museum Grafenwoehr (3)

the Culture and Military Museum.
Grafenwoehr, Germany -- For family outings, company outings and more, the Culture and Military Museum offers eventful museum and city tours about the history of Grafenwoehr
and the military training area.
The museum tour shows how the town of Grafenwoehr developed into a focal point of history when the military training area
opened in 1910. In addition to the anecdotes about Elvis as a
soldier in the Upper Palatinate in the culture department, there
is a room that dedicates a permanent exhibition to the King
of Rock'n'Roll.
You can choose from two main themes for the city tours. The
historical city tour is dedicated to the founding of the city
through the development in the Middle Ages to the beginning
of the 20th century and extends from the old town to the Annaberg hill. The second tour, "Military and international flair," explores the change in the city since the founding of the military
training area in 1910 along the way from the town hall via Alte
Amberger Straße to Gate 1.
A combination of museum and city tours is also possible for
half-day tours. For more information, contact the cultural management office at 09641- 8501 or 925 605, or by e-mail at
info@museum-grafenwoehr.de
www.museum-grafenwoehr.de
| by Birgit Ploessner

The troop camp from before World War I was too small, so in
addition to expanding the east camp in Grafenwoehr and building a south camp in Vilseck, a west camp in Bernreuth was also
considered. However, a shortage of building materials meant that
the west camp could not be expanded as planned. Instead of
the planned camp of stone buildings, a barracks camp was built
by the end of the World War II, which could accommodate up to
12,000 soldiers.
In the final phase of the war, a Luftwaffe field division and parts of
the Hungarian army fighting for Germany were stationed in Bernreuth. The Hungarian soldiers were trained on German weapons
and prepared for front-line operations. At the time of the occupation by American troops on April 19, 1945, not a single soldier
was left in the west camp, it had been evacuated shortly before.
From May 1945 to mid-1946, the west camp in Bernreuth served as a prison camp for members of the SS troops and was
then known as "SS camp Auerbach." The Nobel Prize winner for
literature, Guenter Grass, was held as a prisoner in Bernreuth
for a short time. After that, the barracks camp still served as
an accommodation for war refugees, but was plundered by the
population looking for building materials. By 1949 it resembled a
field of ruins and was finally leveled.
Today's Bernreuth near Auerbach was
built in 1938 about 500 m northwest of
the old village. The residents of the old
town of Bernreuth resettled in the new
town. After World War II, displaced
persons also stayed and found a new
home in the small town.
The photo shows the
Bernreuth barracks camp.

| by Birgit Ploessner
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Tips
for preventing

Photo Credit: alinamd |fotoduets| Goffkein – stock.adobe.com

summer
medical
emergencies
Grafenwoehr, Germany – Summer can bring so many good
times and memories. Getting together with friends to relax and
enjoy the summer weather after being in the cold months can
provide some much needed happiness. However, there summer can also bring with it unexpected medical emergencies,
which can ruin those memories. Here are some things can ruin
our get togethers. The best plan is to avoid these emergencies
but being able to recognize and react to them can help.
Sunburn:
Although sunburns may not seem life threatening at first, prolonged exposure to the sun – without proper safety precautions – can cause long term health issues such as skin cancer and burn related damages. Additionally, over exposure to
direct sunlight can cause injuries to both children and adults.
The best prevention methods include using a sunscreen with a
high SPF rating and limiting sun exposure between the hours
of 11 a.m. and 4 p.m. Remember to reapply sunscreen often
during the day, especially if after sweating or swimming.
Heat exhaustion:
It is easy to underestimate the negative effects of sun and
heat. Signs of heat exhaustion include clammy skin, dizziness,
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Heat stroke:
The next level of heat injury is heat stroke, and it proves a
much greater danger if not addressed immediately. Symptoms
can include a core body temperature of 102.2 degrees or higher – using a rectal thermometer – an altered mental state such
a confusion, agitation or disorientation, flushed or reddened
skin, dry skin, nausea or vomiting and rapid breathing. Similar
to heat exhaustion, the treatment includes cooling the person
down, hydration and a trip to the emergency room to avoid
damage to internal organs.
Binge drinking and alcohol abuse:
Why is this important? Consuming too much alcohol is dangerous, because it can impair an individual’s thought process
when recognizing safety issues. It can also lead to a faster
rate of dehydration, which can cause heat exhaustion and heat
stroke sooner. Drinking non-alcoholic fluids is your best bet for
keeping safe. For more tips on becoming alcohol aware, read
this article.
The 2021 Summer Sense Campaign runs from Memorial Day
through Labor Day. Every week, ASAP expects to bring the
segments of the campaign to the small screen with videos and
fun facts broadcasted via AFN TV.

GmbH

Your specialist for
shoe insoles · compression stockings
breast protheses and bras · wheelchairs
TRICARE Europe

headaches, muscle cramps, extreme thirst, excessive sweating, nausea, decreased urine output and confusion. Patients
should seek shade, rehydrate and cool the body by loosening
clothing and misting with cool water.

Marienstraße 6 • 92224 Amberg
Phone 09621/15269 • www.san-lange.de

| by Laura Garcia, program specialist
with Army Substance Abuse Program (ASAP)

Editor’s Note: Sidney Sullivan, with the U.S. Army Garrison Bavaria Public Affairs
Office, contributed to this article.
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Boost your immune system
throughout the year

Photo Credit: djd/www.fruitjuicesciencecentre.eu/Getty Images/Contributor | Okea – stock.adobe.com

Many people underestimate
the importance of the
immune system
(djd). To be resilient, vital and healthy at all times - that's what
we all want. However, many people aren't clear on how to achieve this - according to a new report from the Fruit Juice Science
Center titled 'Germans are letting COVID-19 stress destroy their
immune system – Why we all need to do something about our
immune system.' According to the report, almost 63 percent of
all Germans do not know that a strong immune system all year
round is the key to good health. 21 percent assume that this is
only important in winter.
Pure orange juice for vitamins and nutrients
A wrong assumption, as Dr. Malte Rubach explains: “The immune system works around the clock twelve months a year.
Luckily, there are things you can do every day to maintain a
strong immune system.” For example, nutrients like vitamin C
and folic acid are essential for the immune system. “Both are
found in orange juice. A glass - 150 milliliters - of pure orange
juice provides 84 milligrams of vitamin C and thus corresponds
to the nutrient reference value (NRV), which is set as a nutritional goal for Europe," says Rubach. And you can do even more
for your defensive powers. Stress also has a negative effect on
the immune system. In fact, 79 percent of Germans have felt
stressed and anxious over the past 12 months. Corona and global political crises burden us all. Still, less than a quarter have
actively attempted to reduce stress or lower their anxiety levels
to boost their immunity, according to the Fruit Juice Science
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According to scientific research, one glass of
pure orange juice provides 84 percent of a human's
Nutrient Reference Value (NRV) of vitamin C.

Center study. Everyday routines to relax are all the more important. Breathing exercises and time out from digital devices
are suitable for this. A daily short walk in nature and talking to
people close to you also help to reduce stress.
High-intensity training is good
Don't forget regular exercise. One study found that moderate and vigorous intensity exercise cycles of 30 to 60 minutes
improved immune defenses and metabolic health. "It's a good
idea to get your heart rate up and work up a sweat a few times
a week. The increase in feel-good endorphins works wonders
to elevate a negative mood and lower stress levels," says Dr.
Rubach. He recommends brisk walking, running, biking, and
strength training. If you also pay attention to keeping a balanced diet and getting enough sleep, you have done a lot for your
immune system.

Opening Hours:

Monday:

Dr. med. Rudolf Scharl · Dr. med. Dietrich Schreyer
Dr. med. Michael Rogenhofer · Dr. med. Walter Vogl
Urology, Andrology and Pediatric Urology

Treatments & Services:
Prostate Cancer Prevention
Vasectomy
Aging Male
Erectile Dysfunction
Sexual Dysfunction
Sexually Transmitted Diseases
Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia
Lower Urinary Tract Symptoms

8 a.m. – 2 p.m.
3 p.m. – 5 p.m.
Tuesday:
8 a.m. – 12 p.m.
Wednesday: 8 a.m. – 2 p.m.
3 p.m. – 5 p.m.
Thursday:
8 a.m. – 7 p.m.
Friday:
8 a.m. – 2 p.m.
Contact:

Phone:
Fax:
Mail:
Web:

Address:

0 96 21 / 1 27 51
0 96 21 / 2 10 71
info@uro-team.de
www.uro-team.de

Marienstraße 9
92224 Amberg
Germany
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Treat sports injuries properly

Exercising outdoors is healthy, but injuries
such as bruises or sprains can still occur. With
the right treatment, they usually heal quickly.

This is what helps with injuries
Restarters should get going step by step and to ensure they
don’t lose the fun right away due to injuries to ligaments, tendons, muscles or joint capsules. If something does go wrong,
the sprained ankle, bruised knee or strained muscle should
be immobilized immediately. The next step is cooling, then you
should put on a light pressure bandage for compression, and
finally elevate the affected limb. The pain from blunt injuries
can be treated very well locally via the skin. With doc ibuprofen
pain gel, for example, a prescription-free drug is available at the
pharmacy. Studies have shown that ibuprofen gel relieves pain
as much as over-the-counter ibuprofen tablets (400 milligrams)
and is better tolerated.
Heal first, then restart training
Stop your training until the injury has completely healed and no
longer hurts. However, if the symptoms do not subside within a
few days, a doctor's visit is recommended because there could
be more serious damage such as a ruptured ligament, which
must be clarified by means of an exact diagnosis, for example
using an MRI, and treated professionally. Luckily, minor training
injuries are usually harmless, and after a short time you can go
outside and start sweating again.

YOUR DENTIST IN WEIDEN
Dr. med. dent. Christoph Radeck
Dental Aesthetics
Cosmetic corrections

Prophylaxis

Healthy and beautiful teeth for a lifetime

General Dentistry

Skilled Gentle Dentistry for a Beautiful Smile

0961/ 401 92 10

Opening Hours:
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday 8.00 - 12.00 and 14.00 - 18.00
Wednesday and Friday 8.00 - 12.00

TRICARE OCONUS PREFERRED DENTIST
DR. MED. DENT. CHRISTOPH RADECK, Woerthstrasse 8, 92637 Weiden, Phone: 0961/ 401 92 10, mail@dr-radeck.de

www.dr–radeck.de

(djd). Get out of equipment parks and
stuffy halls: In the warm season, you
can do sports outside with pleasant
temperatures, sunshine and long
days. And that's a good thing because
exercise in nature reduces stress,
keeps the body fit, gets your head on
the move and is just plain fun. However, those who are new to outdoor
training should not overdo it at first,
but start slowly and set realistic goals.
For example, when walking, cycling or
jogging, you can start with a shorter
unit of 20 to 30 minutes once or twice
a week. If this is going well, gradually
increase the duration and frequency
of the training sessions.

Photo Credit: djd/Hermes Arzneimittel/Dragana Gordic - stock.adobe.com

How to effectively relieve pain

cars & Traffic

This "Sunbeam" model is still an eyecatcher even after many years of use.
The appropriate paint care can be
done by the car owner himself.

(djd). Shine and bright colors make up the visual impact of a
car. However, paints lose their color strength over time. The
cause: paint surfaces are gradually becoming uneven. These
microscopic bumps cannot be seen with the naked eye. But
what you see is the loss of gloss and color strength due to
the increasingly uneven reflection. With a special paint seal,
the surface of the car can be protected from environmental
influences.

Lasting shine
Car owners can easily
carry out a paint seal
themselves

Paint sealing lasts at least twelve car washes
This sealing does not have to be carried out by a specialist
company, but can also be carried out conveniently and without great effort by the car owner himself. The value retention
through good care pays off at the latest when the vehicle is to
be sold as a "used vehicle." The easy-to-use and environmentally friendly paintwork sealant Power Protector from Caramba, for example, ensures long-lasting shine and protection for
the car. The seal is based on the combination of high-quality
carnauba wax with special ceramic components. The natural
product carnauba wax is one of the hardest waxes and offers
the best possible protection for paintwork. Ceramic seals, on
the other hand, last a long time, are weatherproof and heatresistant - but are usually only applied in a specialist workshop.
The innovative paint seal combines the advantages of both active ingredients. It is easy to apply like wax, the gloss level of the
paint is significantly increased and the colors gain new depth
and radiance. The ceramic components in turn form a stable
network on the paint surface. This creates a permanently protective, water-repellent surface. According to the manufacturer,
the seal retains its effectiveness for at least twelve months with
an average of one car wash per month.
"Paint whisperer" confirms user-friendliness
Ralph Krüger, owner of a company specializing in long-term
refinement and known in the industry as a "paint whisperer," is
convinced of the new paint seal: "This applies both to the effect
and to handling: simply apply, let it set, polish and that's it."

According to the manufacturer, the seal retains
its effectiveness for at least twelve months with
an average of one car wash per month.

Photo Credit: djd/Caramba Chemie (3)

OUR SERVICES

Ralph Krüger is the owner of a company
specializing in the long-term refinement of
cars. He is known in the industry as the
"paint whisperer."
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KFZ-Rupprecht

 Routine maintenance
 Repairs of all auto
brands (no warranty loss)
➤
 Tire service
 Air conditioning ➤
system service ➤
➤
 Vehicle inspection/
➤
emissions testing
➤
 Parts sales ➤
➤
 Smart Repair
 Hail damage
 ... and much
more!

IhrallRundum-Service
Your
around service
Grafenwöhr
ininGrafenwoehr
PAINT SHOP

We paint everything

(incl. designs &
special paint jobs)

ACCIDENT?
No problem –
we help!

Interested? Then stop by

Beim Flugplatz 14 | 92655 Grafenwoehr
Phone: 09641/9290909 | facebook.com/KfzRupprecht

cars & Traffic

Travel safely with
a traffic alarm
Technical “clairvoyants”
warn of approaching

(djd). Sunshine, blue skies and a few days off are the simple ingredients for a getaway. Simply stuff the essentials into a
small sports bag, get in the car and drive to where you can best
draw new strength for everyday life. In order for the recovery
to be all around successful, the trip should be as stress-free
as possible, without obstacles on the route or even dangerous
accidents. In fact, the Federal Statistical Office registers more
than 2.2 million accidents on German roads every year. Traffic
alarms are designed to increase safety and acoustically warn
of dangerous spots that are not immediately recognizable while
driving. The technical helpers can simply be attached to the
ventilation, for example.
Hands remain on the steering wheel
Whether it's a dirty road, a broken-down vehicle, or the end
of a traffic jam in a curve: the compact "clairvoyants" sound
the alarm in due time. Most models make themselves heard
with a beep. Traffic alarms like the Saphe Drive Mini also have
a color display on which a symbol shows what the warning is
about. The driver can also see how far away the danger is. The
devices automatically connect to an app on the smartphone
via Bluetooth as soon as the car is set in motion. That way, the
driver does not have to pick up the cell phone while driving
and can fully concentrate on the road. For example, to report
an accident yourself, all you have to do is briefly press the red
button on the device.

If danger is imminent, the
compact "clairvoyants"
usually make themselves
heard with a signal tone.

Speed trap warnings across Europe
Users can also inform each other about speed traps. To do
this, press the blue button. That way, the devices also receive
traffic data from around eleven million users from all over Europe every second. Each of them can warn the others about
dangers by pressing a button. Traffic data from the traffic app
Blitzer.de is also included in the real-time information provided.
Important to know:
Gadgets that inform
the
driver
about
speed checks are not
allowed in Germany.
Therefore, this function can be deactivated. However, the
speed trap warning
makes sense in other
European countries,
where there are often
much stricter speed
limits and higher fines
- not to mention the
annoyance of having
been flashed while
on a relaxing longdistance vacation.
The technical assistants
are able to warn of
speed traps.

When you start driving,
some traffic alarms
automatically connect to
an app on your smartphone.
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road traffic dangers
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wins AAA’s
Best Overall
Car for 2022

Photo Credit: Ford Motor Company

The 2021 Ford Mustang
Mach-E Premium All-Wheel
Drive has won AAA’s Best
Overall Car for 2022, the
latest acclaim for Ford’s
electric SUV.
AAA researchers gave special praise tao the vehicle for its dramatic new profile, its power, and for being quiet, quick, roomy,
and fun to drive. Mustang Mach-E continues to draw customer
attention as well, with U.S. sales up 23 percent through April.
The 2021 Mustang Mach-E has claimed a number of other
awards including Car and Driver’s Editor’s Choice Award and
Electric Vehicle of the Year Award, plus the Cars.com EcoFriendly Car of the Year Award, AutoGuide’s Utility of the Year,
Green Vehicle of the Year and Autoweek’s Car Buyer’s Award.

(Ford Motor Company)

2022 Buick Enclave
Strengthens Brand’s Premium SUV
Lineup with Sharper Design, More
Standard Safety Features
With a modern, expressive design and premium, intuitive technology, the 2022 Buick Enclave joins the redesigned Envision
and new Encore GX in offering everything today’s SUV customers want: performance, design, driver-assistance technologies, connectivity, and passenger and cargo versatility.
The 2022 Enclave’s unique personas, such as the Avenir trim
– Buick’s ultimate expression of refinement – and the Sport
Touring appearance package, give buyers dynamic options to
best fit their lifestyles.
“The 2022 Buick Enclave’s enhancements elevate the design
and driving experience that premium SUV customers have
come to expect and appreciate,” said Duncan Aldred, vice president, Global Buick and GMC. “After nearly 15 years as one of
the segment’s pioneering premium SUVs, the Enclave continues to reward customers by offering more style and substance.”

(General Motors)

Photo Credit: General Motors

2021 Mustang Mach-E
Premium AWD

Vintage car import possible at a reduced tax rate of 7% !

Trans Global
Global Logistics
Logistics Europe
Europe GmbH
GmbH
Straße 111
111
Hochheimer Straße
D-55246 Mainz --Kostheim
Kostheim
Tel
Fax+49
+49(0)(0)6134-58444-00
6134-58444-44

www.transglobal-logistics.eu
info@tglog.eu
info@transglobal-logistics.de

Services

Worldwide transportation ...
… of motor vehicles, aircraft, boats/yachts
… of construction machinery and accessories
... of all kinds of project and container loads
... and moving service for household goods
… complete transport with free delivery!

Placement ...

... of transport insurance
... delivery within the USA and Europe
... Transport insurance
... Customs clearance

LEAVE IT TO US,
TO BRING IT TO YOU
+49 (0) 6134 - 58444-0
0800 - 2277447
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Try us –
entrust us with your transportation!
We will make you a non-binding offer.

The BMW M4 CSL

Intelligent lightweight design, purity of purpose.
The new BMW M4 CSL represents a highly concentrated showcase for the racing craft of BMW M GmbH and its expertise in
powertrain and chassis development and lightweight design.
For example, the company can call on many years of experience in working with carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) for
body, chassis, and interior components. The M engineers have
managed to restrict the CSL’s curb weight to 3,640 lbs. An outstanding power-to-weight ratio of 6.7 lbs/hp provides the ideal
platform for a dynamically masterful driving experience. The
new BMW M4 CSL can sprint from 0 to 60 mph in 3.6 seconds,
while the top speed is an electronically limited 191 mph.

With its next-level power, intelligent lightweight design, twoseater configuration, model-specific chassis upgrades and
equipment features selected specifically for the job at hand, the
new BMW M4 CSL has track driving as its raison d’être. Never
before has the overall vehicle concept of a production model
been so close to that of the related BMW M GmbH racer. The
genes the new BMW M4 CSL shares with its competition-spec
sibling, the BMW M4 GT3, are also reflected in its performance
attributes. In test runs on the Nürburgring’s Nordschleife circuit, which represent the ultimate yardstick for brand-typical
dynamics like agility and handling precision for all BMW M
cars, the M4 CSL posted a lap time of 7:20.2, the fastest time
ever for a series-production BMW.
The next chapter in an enthralling story begins in the anniversary year of BMW M.
Lap times aside, the new BMW M4 CSL also offers the everyday usability for which high-performance sports cars from
BMW M are celebrated. This means drivers can enjoy an intense racing-car feeling on the road as well as on the track. The
M4 CSL follows in the tire tracks of illustrious special-edition
models from earlier generations of the BMW M3 and M4. Like
the legendary BMW M3 CSL of 2003 and the BMW M4 GTS
released in 2016, the new special edition from BMW M GmbH
delivers a driving experience as bewitching as it is exclusive.
Production of the new BMW M4 CSL will begin at Plant Dingolfing in July 2022 and will be limited to just 1,000 units globally.
BMW Laserlight: yellow daytime running lights, innovative
rear lights fitted as standard.
The BMW Laserlight headlights bring a touch of the racetrack
to the front of the new BMW M4 CSL. Both in the welcome sequence triggered when unlocking the doors and when the low
and high beam headlights are switched on, the angular daytime
running lights illuminate in yellow rather than white, evoking the
look of GT racing cars.
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A legend is reborn. As its 50th birthday celebrations gather
steam, BMW M GmbH is unveiling a very special limited edition
model. The new 2023 BMW M4 CSL fuses old-school racing
passion with innovative technology to create an inimitable performance experience. Its standalone character profile is rooted
in two core features: a power hike of 40 hp over the current
BMW M4 Competition to 543 hp and a 240-pound reduction
in weight.

cars & Traffic

The rear lights of the new BMW M4 CSL feature innovative
technology making its debut in a series-produced car. While
all the light functions use LEDs, the glass covers have intricate
light threads woven into them which are illuminated using laser
technology, bringing a vibrant structure to the surface of the
rear lights and creating a distinctive light signature recognizable from a long distance after dark. The arrangement of the three
threads, which run parallel to one another across the inner section of the light units and overlap each other in the outer area,
creates a visually stunning interpretation of the hallmark BMW
L-shaped rear light contour. Additionally, the illuminated “BMW
Laser" lettering on the light covers hints at the innovative light
technology below the surface.
The model badges on the rear, front side panels and BMW kidney grille also have a new design. With their black surfaces and
red outline, they signal the CSL’s sporting mission with visually
understated style.
The ideal combination of dynamics and lightweight design:
strut braces in the engine compartment, titanium rear
silencer.
In the engine compartment, the front-end strut brace developed
specifically for the M4 CSL takes the body rigidity to another
level. This cast aluminum element connects the spring strut
towers to each other and to the front end. The geometry of the
strut brace has been adapted precisely to the forces exerted in
different driving situations, thus optimizing agility and steering
precision while minimizing material and, therefore, weight.

The exhaust system of the new BMW M4 CSL has a rear silencer made from titanium and is nearly 10 lbs lighter than a conventional steel equivalent. The signature M quad tailpipes are
finished in matt black trim with a stripe-patterned perforation
on their inner surface. The CSLspecific exhaust system comes
with electronically controlled flaps, and, in the hallmark style of
the high performance models from BMW M GmbH, its visceral
soundtrack creates an intense motorsport aura both outside
and inside the vehicle.
(BMW of North America)

If you are interested in VOLVO, we are your partner of choice. As one of
the largest Volvo dealers in Bavaria and the metropolitan areas of Munich,
Regensburg and Nürnberg, we have a lot of experience!

Our modern repair shops and our highly qualiﬁed personnel guarantee ﬁrst-class, fast and reliable service and
repairs.

Sales:
• New vehicle sales / VOLVO contractual partner
• Pre-owned vehicles (half a year- and one year-old, e.g. business
vehicles from Volvo Car Germany)
• VOLVO Select Vehicles -- premium pre-owned vehicles with
extended warranty
• Inspected pre-owned vehicles with warranty
• attractivee ﬁnance and leasing offers
• Trade-in of pre-owned vehicles

Chassis and car paint:
•
•
•
•

Chassis repairs
Car paint work based on modern water-based paint techniques
Small repairs of car paint damages
NEW: Volvo-certiﬁed glass repairs

Repairs and auto parts sales:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air conditioning service
Car wash
Car interior detailing
Professional automotive detailing
Electronic chassis frame measuring
Tire seervice
Car parts sales

Volvo Zentrum Amberg

Mileage combined from 5,3 l/100km–10,7 l/100 km. C02-emissions combined from
139 g/km–249 g/km (IAW VO/715/2007/EWG).

Autohaus Hofmann GmbH
Kümmersbrucker Straße 6a, 92224 Amberg
Phone: 09621-78230
info@autohaus-hofmann.org
www.volvo-zentrum-amberg.de
https://www.facebook.com/VolvoHofmann
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2022 KIA EV6
WINS WARDSAUTO’S 10 BEST
INTERIORS & UX AWARD

“We are honored to receive this award for the EV6, which represents an important step toward Kia’s transformative ‘Plan
S’ global electrification strategy,” said Steven Center, COO
and EVP, Kia America. “The EV6’s modern, bold design elements and interior solutions thoughtfully integrated with intuitive technology reinforce Kia’s future-forward vision for electric
vehicles.”
To determine the winners, the team at Wards evaluates new
or heavily redesigned vehicle interiors and user-experience
technology. Scoring is based on a variety of metrics including

design and aesthetics, comfort, materials, fit-and-finish, connectivity and infotainment, displays and controls, advanced
driver assist systems and value.
“The Kia EV6 is a solid overall value, with a stylish and sporty interior and highly innovative morphing controls that save
space and reduce clutter,” said Drew Winter, WardsAuto editor
and judge. “That, plus its very spacious and comfortable cabin
and top-notch materials, put the EV6 firmly on our 2022 Wards
10 Best Interiors & UX list.”
The EV6 continues to rise in popularity. To date, more than
10,000 EV6 models have been sold throughout the U.S., contributing to the 132-percent growth in sales of Kia’s electrified
vehicles over the previous May record set in 2021; and the
5-percent increase over the all-time monthly sales record for
the vehicle category set in March of 2022.
(Kia America)

Photo Credit: Kia America (2)

The 2022 Kia EV6 was named winner of a Wards 10 Best
Interiors & UX award. The EV6 is Kia’s first dedicated batteryelectric vehicle and is the first step in a projected cadence of
efficient and progressive vehicles guided by the brand’s ‘Plan
S’ strategy.
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Audi RS 5 turns
up the volume,
offering the
most dynamic
experience yet
Audi of America announces an exclusive Competition package
addition for the 2023 RS 5 Coupe and RS 5 Sportback, delivering performance and design enhancements. The sportiness
of the Audi RS 5 Coupe and Sportback is reinforced like never
before, sharpening the vehicles’ overall appearance with performance-oriented components, while achieving a more emotional driving experience.
Leveled up sportiness
The 2023 RS 5 Coupe and Sportback models’ potent bi-turbo
V6 presents 444 horsepower and 442 lb-ft of torque, with the
RS 5 Coupe achieving a 0-60 mph time of 3.7 seconds, and
the RS 5 Sportback achieving a 0-60 mph time of 3.8 seconds.
Both models, when equipped with the Competition package,
will receive an increased maximum top track speed of 180 mph
- up 25 mph from the vehicles’ standard top track speed of 155
mph, and up 6mph from the previous Dynamic plus package’s
174 mph top track speed. Developed specifically for this exclusive package, the RS sport exhaust system incorporates matte
black tailpipes producing a more intense sound pattern as a
result of reduced insulation between the engine compartment
and interior. This reduction of insulation is a purposeful modification, which not only complements the exhaust note, but also
decreases the car’s weight by nearly 18 pounds.

In combination with the Pirelli P Zero Corsa tires paired with the
5-Y-spoke design milled-cut wheels in bi-color Phantom Black
finish, and newly tuned ABS software, the RS ceramic front
brake system provides exceptional braking power, reducing the
stopping distance by up to two meters (about 6.5 feet) when
stopping from 62-0 mph.
Pricing
The Audi RS 5 Coupe is available with an MSRP starting at
$75,900; the Audi RS 5 Sportback MSRP starts at $76,200.
The Competition package costs $16,100, with orders expected
to begin in June 2022.
(Audi of America)

We sell & RepaiR
neW & used caRs

Skoda, VW, Seat, Audi, Kia

Photo Credit: Audi of America

Fine-tuning enhancements to the engine control unit software
make for tighter load changes in S transmission mode when the
“Dynamic” drive mode is active – further increasing the emotionality. Customers who order an RS 5 Coupe or Sportback with
this package will receive a coilover suspension system with
front and rear sport sway bars and a ride height sitting 10 mm
lower than standard RS 5 models. To amplify the performance
quotient even further, customers can manually lower the ride
height by an additional 10mm, for an overall ride height that is
20mm lower.
With this new configuration, Audi Sport has created precise
handling and even greater tracking. The enhanced quattro sport
rear differential ensures an increased degree of agility and driving enjoyment – especially when drivers select the “Dynamic”
driving mode. Additionally, Sport direct steering provides even
more precision when navigating road dynamics, offering a steering ratio fixed at 13.1:1. The Competition package brings a new
data set in the control unit with changed parameters designed
to shift the power to the rear wheels. The updated software in
the transmission control unit makes for reduced shifting times
and an increased spread between the various driving modes.

You find us on:
25 | Bavarian Times

- Inspection
- Oil Service
- HU / AU Service
- Warranty work
- Accident repair
- Vehicle preparation
- Accessories, tuning and tire service
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Dodge Uncovers Hot New
Appearance for Brand’s
Three-row Muscle Car:

“HEMI Orange is a hot option for the Dodge Challenger and
Charger, and now we’re expanding its reach by offering the
Dodge Durango R/T HEMI Orange,” said Tim Kuniskis, Dodge
brand chief executive officer - Stellantis. “The Durango has a
muscle-car attitude, and the eye-catching HEMI Orange appearance embraces the Dodge performance DNA that is our
foundation.”

The Dodge Durango R/T HEMI Orange appearance is inspired
by the original orange color of the iconic HEMI engine that
powered Dodge muscle cars for decades; the Durango R/T is
fueled by the 5.7-liter HEMI V-8 engine.
The Dodge Durango R/T HEMI Orange stands out with unique
orange and Gunmetal hood stripes, which complement the
new-look Midnight Grey and orange exterior badging. The rear
receives a Satin Black taillamp, while the Durango R/T HEMI
Orange rolls on painted finish 20-inch Black Noise wheels.
HEMI Orange is available on all Durango R/T exterior colors: Destroyer Grey, Diamond Black, Octane Red and White
Knuckle.
All three rows of seats, including the SRT front seats and second-row captain’s chairs, are trimmed in orange stitching,
with a monochromatic Dodge Rhombi seatback logo. Orange
stitching runs throughout the interior, accenting the instrument
panel, door uppers and armrest, console lid, shifter boot and
leather flat-bottom steering wheel.
Two packages are available for those seeking to add a full
menu of content to the Dodge Durango R/T HEMI Orange:
HEMI Orange Plus Package and HEMI Orange Tow N Go Package options.
The HEMI Orange Plus Package adds features including a power sunroof, 19-speaker Harman Kardon sound system, advanced safety features and much more. The HEMI Orange Tow N
Go Package, available only for all-wheel-drive vehicles, adds
advanced towing features, 20-inch Lights Out wheels, orange
Brembo brake calipers, Bilstein high performance suspension,
and additional features and content.
The Dodge Durango R/T HEMI Orange is available for order
now through dealerships, with a U.S. manufacturer’s suggested
retail price (MSRP) of $1,995 to add the HEMI Orange appearance. Optional HEMI Orange Plus and HEMI Orange Tow N
Go packages are available at MSRPs of $4,500 and $5,095,
respectively.
Build and price details for the Dodge Durango R/T HEMI Orange will be available later this summer on Dodge.com. More
information on Dodge, including the brand's Never Lift plan,
which provides a 24-month road map to Dodge's performance
future, is available at DodgeGarage.com.
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The Dodge brand’s three-row muscle car will sport a new look
this summer: HEMI® Orange. First introduced last year for the
Dodge Challenger and Dodge Charger, the popular appearance is now available for the 2022 Dodge Durango R/T HEMI
Orange.

cars & Traffic

Dodge Durango R/T HEMI® Orange
Dodge//SRT
For more than 100 years, the Dodge brand has carried on the
spirit of brothers John and Horace Dodge. Their influence continues today as Dodge shifts into high gear with muscle cars
and SUVs that deliver unrivaled performance in each of the segments where they compete.
Dodge drives forward as a pure performance brand, offering
SRT versions of every model across the lineup. For the 2022
model year, Dodge delivers the drag-strip dominating 807-horsepower Dodge Challenger SRT Super Stock, the 797-horsepower Dodge Charger SRT Redeye, the most powerful and fastest

BAVARIA Towing

mass-produced sedan in the world, and the Dodge Durango
SRT 392, America’s fastest, most powerful and most capable three-row SUV. Combined, these three muscle cars make
Dodge the industry’s most powerful brand, offering more horsepower than any other American brand across its entire lineup.
In 2020, Dodge was named the "#1 Brand in Initial Quality,"
making it the first domestic brand ever to rank No. 1 in the
J.D. Power Initial Quality Study (IQS). In 2021, the Dodge brand
ranked No. 1 in the J.D. Power APEAL Study (mass market),
making it the only domestic brand ever to do so two years in
a row.
(FCA)

Towing, recovery + breakdown service

Our team is dedicated to providing
our services 24/7, 365 days a year
Our Services:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Towing Services (cars and trucks to 40 tons)
Breakdown & Accident Service
Rental Car
Flat Tire Services
Vehicle Opening
Transport
Repair Service & Body Shop for all Brands
Service & Maintenance
Vehicle Purchase
Used Spare Parts with Warranty
Car Disposal & Customs Clearance
Battery tests, Boosts and Replacements

Junk Service, Car Disposal &
Customs Clearance FOR FREE!

! 24h: +49 (0) 96 21 67 680 !

Events

Summer night party
with newcomer band
Grafenwoehr, Germany -- The Grafenwoehr Culture and Military Museum is excited to announce a newly formed band that
will make a name for itself. On July 23 at 8 p.m., the formation
“Clubminister” will make the inner courtyard of the museum
groove and present the finest funk and pop music. Nine professional musicians have set themselves the goal of conquering
the party scene. They describe themselves as follows: “Imagine
you are at the ultimate yacht party with fine cocktails and a
dancing crowd. You feel the groove and party into the night.
This feeling is conveyed by “Clubminister, the ministerial group
founded in Amberg in 2022.

Photo Credit: Culture - and Military Museum Grafenwoehr | City of Grafenwoehr (2)

With a mixture of original compositions and a fine selection
of cover songs, you will experience a journey through several
decades to the present day. The experienced musicians have
set themselves a goal: We're gonna make you dance!“ Anyone
who feels like grooving is cordially invited to the Culture and
Military Museum for a summer night party with cocktails and
the Clubminister band. Admission is 8 Euros.

Classic car meeting on
the market square
Grafenwoehr, Germany -- Around 200 vintage cars and
motorcycles will pull into Grafenwoehr's market square on Saturday, August 27 at 2 p.m. The historic vehicles, all at least 25
years old, can be viewed until 4 p.m. The owners are happy to
provide information about their vehicles. Then the friends of the
Kemnath vintage car club continue their drive and roll home
towards Kemnath. Admission is free.

Traditional Anna market
with Sunday shopping and
city tour in English
Grafenwoehr, Germany -- Strolling, celebrating, shopping,
browsing - on July 24th, the city of Grafenwoehr invites you to
the Anna market and Sunday shopping in the old town from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m.
The owner-managed shops open their doors and entice visitors
with various sales. Numerous booths offer useful and handmade goods on the market square. In the city park, the fire
department takes care of your physical well-being from 10 a.m.
to 9 p.m. and encourages you to take a breather after a stroll
through the market with brass band music.
At 3 p.m., American guests have the opportunity to get to know
Grafenwoehr during a city tour in English. Meeting point is at
the fountain in front of the town hall, fee is 3 Euros. In addition to the secular program, the main focus is on the church
celebrations. The name day of St. Anna is celebrated at 9.30
a.m. with a festive service and sermon in front of the Annaberg
church "Maria-Hilf" and at 9 p.m. with an evening procession of
lights from the market square to the Annaberg.

Electric Strings: US musicians
mix classic with rock
Grafenwoehr, Germany -- On Tuesday, August 9, at 7 p.m.,
there will be free admission to the Schönberg natural stage,
where innovative music with Electric Strings can be heard under the motto "Excellenza." The newly invented instruments will
be introduced by American musicians together with US professor Rudolf Haken from the University of Illinois as part of
the Festival of Young Artists Bayreuth. They mix baroque classical music with rock and hip-hop elements. The city of Grafenwoehr cordially invites all American families and soldiers to
this special concert evening.
| all contributions by Birgit Ploessner

Events

German-American
Friendship Fest
Small alternative fest at the fairground on
DieSSfurther StraSSe from August 5-8, 2022

At the suggestion of the Heindl
family and in cooperation with
the city of Grafenwoehr and
the relevant US Army departments, from August 5-8, the
motto at the fairground on
Dießfurther Straße in Grafenwoehr will again be "ozapft is!"
The city of Grafenwoehr has
taken over the patronage and
the US Army the honorary patronage.

Photo Credit: drubig-photo – stock.adobe.com

German-American friendship is lived
As reported by DAGA-President Helmuth Wächter, the US Army
has given its approval so that this year the popular AmericanMexican dishes can be offered in three original US tents. A
small arms show is also planned, as well as the presentation
of some "muscle cars" on the edge of the fairground, so that at
least on a small scale, there will be a certain atmosphere like at
the previous fests.
For the first time children's afternoon - festival program
To date, the following program is planned: It starts on Friday,
August 5 at 11 a.m. with the tapping of the keg, followed by a
fest operations with entertainment provided by the Grafenwoehr
town band. The fest ends at midnight. On Saturday, August 6,
the fest opens from 1 p.m. to midnight and catchy music will be
playing in the tent. On Sunday, August 7, at 11 a.m., the Dießfurth Hammerschlossmusik will play for the morning pint. A DJ
will entertain visitors until the fest ends at 11 p.m. For the first
time, there will be a children's afternoon on Monday, August 8
with greatly reduced fares. As a special attraction, two performances of the popular Kasperl theater are offered in the beer
tent. Admission is free on all four days.
Of course, this small replacement fest will not be able to
match the major events of the past decades, but it should demonstrate that the German-American friendship endures even
in times of crisis.
Note for visitors: Parking is available in the area of Dießfurther Straße (entrance) and Felsmühlstraße (exit).
| by Helmut Amschler
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Streetfood-Festival
Grafenwöhr
Grafenwoehr, Germany -- For the first time, more than
20 food trucks will roll into Grafenwoehr for the street food
festival from 23-25 September 2022. From 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.,
the caterers will spoil you with all kinds of hearty and sweet
dishes in the parking lot of the Waldbad outdoor pool. Grafenwoehr, with its almost 40 restaurants, is widely known for its
diverse international gastronomic landscape. The festival with
food trucks from all over Germany covers the entire range of
international cuisine that can be found in Grafenwoehr’s gastronomy all year round over these three days and invites you to
feast your way around the world. Admission is free.
| by Birgit Ploessner

Photo Credit: :city of Grafenwoehr

Grafenwoehr, Germany -- After the traditional German-American Volksfest in the military training area had to be canceled
for the third time in a row this year, those responsible at the
German-American Community Council (DAGA), together with
the Heindl family, decided to hold at least a smaller replacement
fest. Twice it was the corona pandemic that forced the cancellation and this year it is the war of aggression against Ukraine
and the associated military operations that make a fest in the
camp impossible.

Service

Culture Shock:

13

things that
		
may surprise
Americans in Germany

1. Cash is king
While credit cards are a universally accepted payment method
across America, they are not accepted everywhere in Germany. While some German businesses only accept certain credit
cards or only accept card payment over a certain spending
amount, other facilities may not accept credit cards at all, such
as bakeries. To be safe, ensure you have spare euro in your
wallet when you go shopping.

1

2. Price tag always lists tax
In Germany, the listed price on the tag already includes the valued-added tax, which is typically either 19% or a reduced rate
of 7%. In general – no matter where in Germany and no matter
what product – the price seen on the price tag is the price
paid at the cash register. Additionally, Department of Defense
personnel stationed in, or temporarily assigned to, Europe may
be eligible to use the U.S. Forces Tax-Relief Program to avoid
paying the VAT for their personal purchases.
3. Different units of measurement
Germans use the metric system for most measurements, use
Celsius instead of Fahrenheit and even label clothing sizes differently than Americans. While most international companies
print the different sizes used across multiple countries, some

stores only display the German size on their products.
Additionally, German size
charts – like S, M and L –
vary from American charts.
In fact, they can even vary
from other European size
charts. Do not be discouraged because most stores
and store clerks have converting tables to help customers find the best fit.
4. Bring reusable shopping bag
Often times, customers will bring their own shopping bags into
German stores. This is accepted and encouraged to keep customers from buying new single-use bags, thus reducing the
amount of trash produced. If customers are in need of a bag,
they can be purchased at the register for a small fee. Additionally, once at the register customers are expected to quickly
pack their own groceries. Cashiers are encouraged to scan
products as fast as possible to avoid customer traffic, so customers are expected to pack the groceries into the shopping
bags equally fast. Bagger positions typically do not exist in
Germany.
5. Reduced operational hours of stores,
gas stations and restaurants
In general, most – if not all – Bavarian shops are closed on
Sundays. Exceptions include bakeries, gas stations and supermarkets within train stations. Moreover, department stores, grocery stores and banks must close entirely on public holidays.
Restaurants usually remain open on holidays and Sundays, but
they tend to have one rest day per week – mostly Mondays.
When shopping on the economy, it is best to look up hours of
operation beforehand.
6. Different areas acknowledge
different holidays
While federal holidays are celebrated across Germany, it can
be tricky to determine which areas celebrate religious holidays
at a glance. While Protestant holidays are generally celebrated all over Germany, Catholic holidays are only celebrated in
Catholic displayed regions. This means that depending on the
religious faith of the area, holiday closures may, or may not
be, implemented. This determination can change from city to
city. So to avoid the disappointment of standing before closed
doors, it is best to research the areas prominent religious affiliation beforehand.
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Grafenwoehr, Germany -- Willkommen to U.S Army
Garrison Bavaria! Moving internationally can be incredibly
stressful, so here is some useful information concerning the
most significant cultural differences newcomers experience
a permanent change of station to Germany from America.

Service
7. Dogs allowed in restaurants
In Germany dogs are typically allowed to accompany owners to restaurants. However, supermarkets and butchers
do not allow furry friends inside. The rule of thumb is that dogs
are not allowed at businesses that sell unprocessed food. But
since each facility can decide on their policy regarding pets, it
is safest to ask or look for signs that indicate a no dog policy.
8. Restaurant water and refills are not free
Compared to American restaurants, water is not typically complimentary. The expectation is to order and pay for bottled water, because restaurant menus do not list tap water or “Leitungswasser.” Additionally, Germans tend to drink sparkling
water as a refreshment, so it is essential to specify the type of
water – still or sparkling – when ordering from a menu. Lastly,
keep in mind that every order is an individual purchase. Refills
are not free.
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9. Reduced legal drinking age
While many countries enforce a legal drinking age of 21-yearsold, Americans may be surprised to learn that this age is much
lower in Germany. Beer and wine can be purchased and consumed at the age of 16, along with other alcoholic beverages
at the age of 18. While this brings more freedom, community
members are to drink responsibly at all times. Drivers beware, if
charged with a DUI in Germany the repercussions are immense.

Service
10. Recycling is serious business
In Germany, if a person is caught throwing away recyclable
goods or not separating trash correctly, it may result in judgmental looks or even fines. Trash has to be discarded into different trash cans depending on the material and divided by color.
For instance, paper goes into a blue bin, while plastic waste
goes into a unique yellow trash bag. Some bottles and cans
have an additional small fee called “Pfand,” or deposit, and they
can be returned to a store for money back. Meanwhile, other
bottles and cans without the Pfand should be sorted at community recycling centers.
11. Common misconceptions about
speed regulations
Contrary to popular belief, Germany has speed regulations.
Within town, the maximum speed limit is 50km/h unless stated otherwise. On the Bundesstrasse, or federal highway, the
maximum speed limit is 100km/h unless otherwise indicated.
And while some stretches of the Autobahn, or interstate, are
derestricted, the recommended speed regulation is 130 km/h.
When speed limitations are posted on the Autobahn, traffic must
abide by the rules.

11

10
12

Kiesi-Beach

A water-playground under shade sail – after the
volleyball match cold drinks and ice-cream – enough
space under shady trees – even a gemstone beach
and a wonderpark with secrets …

... our „Kiesi-Beach“ offers relaxation and fun for everyone!

12. Popular cycling culture
Many Germans use bicycles to commute to and from work,
school, or just as an outdoor activity. In Germany larger cities
have elaborate bike infrastructure, but older German towns may
have unclear cross-road situations. While the number of bicycle
users increases during good weather, cyclist are still encountered during bad weather, including rain and snow; therefore,
motorists should always be aware on the streets.
13. Silent hours and noise control
Silent hours are mandated periods where noise, such as loud
music or loud chores, must be regulated and kept to a minimum
within neighborhoods. At night, official silent hours last from 10
p.m. until 6 a.m. During the day, quiet hours can vary depending
on the lease contract of the landlord, but generally they last
from 12 p.m. to 3 p.m. Additionally, during workdays, Sundays
and certain holidays, silent hour regulations are enforced all
day. In the worst case scenario, noncompliance can be punished with evictions through the landlord or fines by the police.
| by Natalie Simmel
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PRESSATH

Service

Get your Permanent Change of Station (PCS) travel voucher paid faster. Once
you submit one PCS SV, your next voucher will be even easier to prepare.

DFAS streamlines
payment process
for Army PCS moves

Streamline the PCS Voucher Process, use SmartVoucher to create and submit!

1

2

Open the
SmartVoucher
tool, answer
the questions,
and upload
documents

Scan key
documents, like
orders, leave
form, etc.

Where should you start?

3

4

Your new
Pay Office
reviews it
and sends to
DFAS Rome

Submit your
SmartVoucher
to your new
duty station
Pay Office

5
Rome
reviews and
pays your
PCS SV

• DFAS Form 9098, if you are claiming Temporary Lodging

1. Basic
information
will need:
Expense Vouchers,
(TLE)
In you
addition
to traditional PCS
Soldiers can use
Grafenwoehr, Germany -- U.S. Army PCS travelers
can now
• New
unit of assignment
SmartVoucher for the following:
use the DFAS SmartVoucher tool to quickly and easily
com• DD2278 and OPE worksheet, if you are claiming
• Travel Dates
Personally Procured Move (PPM)/DITY
plete their travel vouchers. This streamlined process
allows
• Date of birth of children
•
Military
PCS
Advances
and
Vouchers
Soldiers to get their travel expenses paid faster.
3. If you
had TDY en route with your PCS:
• Date of marriage
•
Vouchers
for
Dependent
Moves
During
PCS
• You will need
a copy of
your DD Form 1610 if your TDY
2. Documents you will need to
info and line of accounting are not on your PCS order
•
Supplemental
Vouchers
The SmartVoucher is a web-based tool that guides travelers
scan for retrieval later:
• You may need to call your S1 or new Pay Office for help
• Retirement/Separation Vouchers
through user-friendly questions regarding their travel • and
de- and amendments
PCS orders
since these vouchers may be complicated to complete
• DA Form 31, “Leave •
Form”
Temporary Lodging Expense Vouchers
pendents. The responses to these questions will automatically
• Zero balance receipts
all lodging and Allowance Requests
• for
Dislocation
populate a DD 1351-2 (travel voucher) and other necessary
any expense greater $75.00
• Personally Procured Moves (PPM)/Do It Yourself (DITY) –
forms. Additionally, SmartVoucher prompts travelers to upload
Our Core Values
As an attachment only for submission
supporting documents needed for a valid travel voucher.
|

SERVICE

|

I N N O VAT I O N
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INTEGRITY

For a step-by-step guide on how to fill out the
SmartVoucher, scan QR-Code.

Once PCS travelers log into SmartVoucher with their CAC or
myPay ID and password, they will answer a series of easy
questions similar to tax software, attach required forms and
submit the completed voucher. Soldiers should monitor their
emails for status updates or corrections if needed.
SmartVoucher allows Soldiers to get paid their PCS money up
to 50% faster and is accessible anytime, anywhere with a CAC
or a myPay login/password. In addition, Soldiers may receive
texts or e-mail notifications to expedite the claim process.

DFAS does NOT compute Mil PCS
vouchers for Air Force, Navy or Marine Corps. If DFAS does not compute your
Mil PCS voucher, please contact your local
Pay Office for assistance. If you create and
submit your Mil PCS SmartVoucher outside
your Pay Office, please contact your Pay
Office to complete your in-processing.

DFAS also states this process cuts PCS claim returns by up
to 50%.

There are two ways to access SmartVoucher:
scan directly QR-Code ...

Not for those using DTS (Defense Travel
System) for their travel vouchers.

.... or visit the myPay website and click on
the Quick Links tab at the top of the homepage. From there, travelers will be able to sign
into their myPay account via CAC or their login
ID and password.

•

ard
erc
ast

10%

,M

discount

isa
,V
EC

m,

•

When presenting
this voucher at
the counter,
you will get a

for

•
•
•
•
•
•

Paint and paint mixing service
Tools and machine tools
Hardware, electrical installation supplies and lighting
Plants for the veranda, balcony and garden
Decorative items for home and garden,
Bavarian souvenirs and gifts
Household items, household electrical appliances, dishes
Children‘s articles / toys
Locksmith service
Delivery and assembly service
Gas delivery point
Hermes Parcel Service acceptance
and delivery station
Winter season: Salt, snow plows, bird seeds,
ﬁreplaces and pellet stoves, ﬁrewood, coal, pellets
Summer season: Garden tools, fences, garden
furniture, grills and accessories, charcoal

Tax

•
•
•
•
•

| by USAG Bavaria Public Affairs

Closer to you, more for you!
Vilseck | Industriestraße 7 | Phone 09662-9820
Mail: werkmarkt@einhaeupl.de
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of your choice.
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Cultural tips for
Germany and Europe
Selected tips, interesting information about people, country and culture can be found in our cultural tips
section. Some of the tips listed are taken from the Facebook fan page of U.S. Army Garrison
Bavaria. To see all garrison tips on Facebook, use hashtag #CulturalTips.

1

Tip

#CULTURALTIPS

Photo Credits: Kzenon | JackF | schulzfoto | ronstik | Countrypixel – stock.adobe.com

It’s common to clink glasses with
a "Prost" ("cheers") before drinking
with guests in Germany. But remember, always make eye contact
when clinking glasses. Ask your
German buddies what kind of bad
luck will befall upon you if you do
otherwise "bad luck" will befall you.

Tip

Tip

2

In Germany tips in restaurants are
optional. The general rule in Germany is that you give a tip wherever there is table service. Tips in
Germany are roughly between five
and ten percent.

4

Karlovy Vary, Czech Republic
is a spa town not too far from
USAG Bavaria. Since medieval
times, people have flocked here
to sip from the 15 thermal springs
spread across the city. You can
also enjoy some great shopping,
dining, and hiking nearby.

Tip

Tip

3

It may sound funny to you, but Germany has a registered association
for bathing culture. They have a total of 4,991 registered indoor and
outdoor swimming pools. To find
a pool in your area, community
members can search this nonprofit
website by location and perimeter.

5

Transport providers across
Germany are getting ready to
introduce a heavily reduced
travel ticket. For the months of
June, July and August you can
buy the ticket for only 9 Euros
a month.

Travel

		 The top 10 destinations
for your summer vacation in Europe
Finally, there are easements to the pandemic restrictions again
and traveling seems to be possible again this summer. Certainly not as we knew it, but at least we can explore Germany again
and many travel destinations in Europe are looking forward to
vacationers again.
Finally, it is possible again to get out of the house and see
something different again. It doesn't always have to be another
continent. Europe also has a lot of beautiful vacation spots to
offer and from Germany you can get to a lot of summer destinations by bus and train.
Are you still looking for inspiration for a short trip or a longer
vacation in Europe this year? Then definitely read on now, wanderlust guaranteed!
Barcelona, Spain
The heart of the city with its unique architecture is also impressive in summer, the best bars in Europe, Mediterranean vibes
combined with big city flair and, of course, dream beaches in
the immediate vicinity.
If you want to swim at a great beach, we recommend taking the
train to the towns of Sant Pol de Mar, Sitges, Castelldefels or the
Costa Brava. The city beach of Barcelona is also suitable for
relaxing, but if you have more time, treat yourself to a day trip.

Find out more about
Barcelona in issue
01/2019 on pages
45-47.

Sardinia, Italy
Ah, Sardinia! The Italian island is definitely one of the top mustsee destinations in Europe. Some of the beaches in Sardinia
almost rival the Caribbean. There are also small romantic towns
and villages, the best ice cream in the world and typical Italian
cuisine.
Recommendation: Rent a
car to discover the north of
the Italian dream island on a
road trip.
Algarve, Portugal
High cliffs, surfing and crystal clear water on beautiful
beaches. The Algarve has
great road trip potential.

They shine ocher to fiery
red: the bizarre cliffs of the
dreamlike rocky Algarve
coast, which stretches from
Cape Cabo de São Vicente
in the west to Faro in the
east.

Cyclades, Greece
The Greek Cyclades Islands
are perfect for island hopping. Santorini, Mykonos
and Co. are super easy to
reach with regular ferry connections and invite you to snorkel, swim and dive. A diverse
dream travel destination for your summer vacation.
Ibiza & Formentera, Spain
Ibiza is so much more than partying and electronic music,
there are plenty of beautiful beaches and cute little villages
to explore. The smallest Balearic island, Formentera, can be
reached by ferry from Ibiza Town in just under 40 minutes and
offers what are probably the most beautiful beaches in Europe.
Rent a scooter and let's go!

Barcelona is packed with
inventive leisure activities
that are always worth a
visit. Known for Gaudí and
its modernist buildings,
the city on the Mediterranean turns out to be one
of the trendiest metropolises in Europe.

Magnificent nature, an
impressively diverse landscape and an interplay of
contrasts make the Lofoten
archipelago a jewel off the
Norwegian mainland.
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The Cyclades Islands are the epitome
of a blue and white paradise. Hardly
any other Greek archipelago attracts
vacationers so magically. Greek visitor
magnets such as Oia on Santorini, Naoussa on Paros or Chora on Mykonos
with their magical Cycladic architecture are definitely among the most
beautiful spots in all of Europe.

From here you can discover the stunning national parks of
Krka and Plitvice Lakes, as well as the islands of Mljet, Šipan,
Lokrum and the Paklinski Islands.
Tallinn, Estonia
Tallinn is already an absolute blast in winter, but in summer you
can discover the many viewing platforms, the good food and
the impressive old town without trembling and in a relaxed way.
Relax in the many cafés and terraces of the trendy district of
Telliskivi Loomelinnak between street art and cool shops. And
if you feel like it, you can reach Finland by ferry in no time.

Budapest is considered the
most beautiful city in Eastern Europe. The unique Art
Nouveau buildings, the blue
Danube, the thermal springs
and the coffee house culture: the Hungarian capital
likes to be compared to
Paris.

Budapest, Hungary
There are an incredible number of really good vegan
restaurants, small shops to browse through and the
flair is simply indescribable. This is where history
meets modernity and this combination is extremely
seductive.
In summer there are events, concerts and festivals
(probably possible again this year) on every corner.

Find out more about
Budapest in issue
01/2017 on pages 60-62

| by Editor

Taghazout, Morocco
Not quite Europe, but just as easy to get to as southern Spain.
Camels on the beach, white houses, palm trees and waves perfect for surfing. Taghazout is still one of the insider tips this
year, so let's go.
Lofoten Islands, Norway
The Lofoten Islands consist of about 80 islands. And there is
a lot to discover. If you want to spend your summer vacation
away from the tourist crowds, then the archipelago is definitely
something for you. Sea, mountains, small wooden huts by the
lake and soothing tranquility await you. The perfect travel destination this summer.
Dubrovnik, Croatia
Dubrovnik in southern Croatia is particularly well-known for its
old town, which is still surrounded by the old city wall and houses fascinating buildings from a wide variety of eras.
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The pretty port city of
Dubrovnik is one of the
top destinations in Croatia.
Beautiful beaches, a
picturesque old town and
exciting day trip destinations are just some of the
reasons that make this
destination so attractive.
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Sardinia - the "Caribbean
of Europe" welcomes you
with miles of white sandy
beaches, turquoise water
and a dreamlike landscape
of hills and mountains.

Travel

To the horizon and beyond

The west beach on Sylt offers kilometers of bathing fun

To the horizon and beyond: every guest
will find a quiet spot on the west beach.

Lots of activity on the west beach
The west beach in the northern island community of List has
a number of special features: the unspoilt dune landscape
directly on the open North Sea is just as important as a constantly refreshing breeze. Irrespective of the high and low tide,
you can enjoy the sea here at any time. It is not without reason that surfers and kite boarders like to head for this area.
Due to its dimensions, there is enough space for everyone
to play volleyball or sunbathe in a beach chair. The lifeguards of the Spa Administration List on Sylt provide a touch of
Baywatch. During the summer season, they regularly provide
a glimpse behind the scenes and report on their work. This
offer is especially popular with kids. With the textile, nudist,
youth and dog beach areas, everyone will also find their favorite section on the west side of the island. At www.list-sylt.de
there are many more tips for extensive beach fun as well as
an overview of events and guided tours.
Calm water and mud flats on the east beach
The east beach is located on the mudflat side, only a few
steps away from List’s idyllic town center. It is not only popular with families with small children. Here, too, lifeguards
ensure safety during the summer months. Even at high tide
the water is calm, at low tide the seabed dries up and life on
the mudflats can be experienced up close. A guided mudflat hike is an experience for the whole family and provides
exciting insights into a mysterious habitat. It doesn't matter
which beach is preferred: after bathing fun, vacationers often
go to the Scandinavian port of Lister with its diverse range
of restaurants and shops. It is also not far to the adventure
center for natural forces, where visitors can experience the
wild side of "Blanken Hans," for example, when the fall and
winter storms are raging.

Baywatch on Sylt: The
lifeguards in List ensure
safe bathing fun.

Kilometers of beach fun: a
beach holiday on the west
beach in List on Sylt is particularly popular with families.

Surfing fans get their
money's worth on the west
beach of Sylt with its lively
breakers.

Photo Credit: djd/Kurverwaltung List on Sylt (4) | radyo – stock.adobe.com

(djd). A sea with two faces: While the North Sea on the west
beach of List presents itself from its dynamic side with high
breakers, the water on the east beach is generally flat and
calm. In this way, every vacationer will find his or her favorite
spot. Crowding is a foreign word here anyway, even in the
high season in summer. After all, the kilometer-long beach
offers enough space for everyone - regardless of whether
families want to plunge into lively bathing fun, whether surfers
want to conquer the waves or whether nature lovers prefer
long walks along the tide line.

Advertorial

WINDISCHESCHENBACH:
NATURE, CULTURE AND COZINESS
By City of Windischeschenbach
Windischenschenbach, Germany - Have you always wanted to know what is so special
about Zoigl beer? And what
is fascinating about the Waldnaab Valley? Why did scientists
drill 9,101m into the depths of
the earth's crust at Windischeschenbach? Then simply book
the guided hike "Zoigl beer and
Waldnaabtal Valley".
On this entertaining hike you
visit the Windischeschenbach
Communal Brewery, walk to
Neuhaus for a morning pint
and then hike comfortably through the wild and romantic
Waldnaab Valley to the log cabin. Along the way you will learn all kinds of interesting facts
about this extraordinary nature
reserve.
After a late lunch, you will be
brought back to Windischeschenbach by bus to review the
experiences and impressions of
the hike with a twilight drink,
enjoying yet a very different
tasting Zoigl beer.
The hike costs 100 Euro for
groups up to ten people. The
cost for every additional person
is 10 Euro plus the fee for the
bus transfer.
Interested in geoscientific research? Or just curious about how
our planet Earth works? What
does an earthquake feel like?

Then the GEO center at the continental deep drilling site is the
right place for you. Here, the
various processes of our planet are explained to visitors in
a very descriptive way. The GEO
Center at the Continental Deep
Drilling site is open Monday to
Sunday from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00
p.m. in summer and Tuesday to
Sunday from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m. in winter.
For more information, go to
www.geozentrum-ktb.de.

The Waldnaab Valley Museum
is lovingly furnished with a lot
of attention to detail. In this
museum, located in Neuhaus
Castle, old crafts, the Upper Palatinate wildlife and the history
of our glass and porcelain industry are presented, as well as
information about the tradition
of communal brewing.
Every year, a special exhibition
adds to the diversity of the museum. This year it's handicraft
carvings. You can visit Neuhaus

Castle and the Waldnaab Valley
Museum on Sundays and public holidays from 2:00 p.m. to
6:00 p.m. Closing out the day
with a visit to one of our fourteen Zoigl inns is almost a must.
You can find out which is open at
www.windischeschenbach.de,
or simply let the Zoigl star
hanging from a window guide
you. Are you curious?
Then visit Windischeschenbach, the capital of Zoigl beer!

Windischeschenbach.de

www.

Upper Palatinte Forest – Bavaria

Nature and Culture. Coziness and Zoigl beer
Superlatives of Geology

Relaxed - pristine

Tourismus Office Windischeschenbach | Hauptstraße 34
92670 Windischeschenbach | Phone: 0 96 81 / 40 12 40
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The Deutsche Bahn 9-euro ticket, which
is valid for one month and can be purchased in June, July and August, gives
everyone the opportunity to travel
throughout Germany for a month on local public transport. The ticket can be
used from June 1, 2022. It includes any
number of journeys in Germany-wide local transport in all means of public transport (RB, RE, subway, S-Bahn, bus, tram).
Please note that the use of ICE trains is
not included. For this reason, we present you the most beautiful destinations
in Franconia that can easily be reached
by train.

The Ehrenbürg
(Walberla) is one of
the most popular destinations in Franconian
Switzerland.

The Walberla
One of the best-known vantage points in Franconia is the socalled Walberla - or the "holy mountain of Franconia." To reach
it, you have to take the train to Forchheim, change from there
to the Wiesenttalbahn to Ebermannstadt and get off at Wiesenthau station. From there it is about three kilometers to the 513
meter-high north summit of the Walberla. There is also the option of adding another kilometer to the hiking route in order to
reach the Rodenstein south summit at 531 meters.
The Schwarzach Gorge
For all nature lovers: The Schwarzach Gorge is the absolute
highlight in the Nuremberg region and one of the most popular
destinations in Franconia. To reach the gorge, take the train to
Nuremberg and from there the S-Bahn to Ochenbruck. Upon
arrival in Ochenbruck, it is only a few hundred meters on foot to
get to the Schwarzachgrund. To experience pure nature, walk
downstream in the direction of Wendelstein, where the old canal later crosses. You can then continue to Feucht via Jägersee, where an S-Bahn towards Nuremberg also stops.
Lake Brombach
A walk at Lake Brombach is also worthwhile in spring or fall
weather. But in midsummer, of course, it makes the most sense
to visit the beautiful lake. Whether swimming, cycling or hiking, everything is possible here! The Brombach lake can be
reached via the train stations Pleinfeld (half an hour journey
from Nuremberg), Ramsberg or Langlau.
The open-air museum in Bad Windsheim
Actually, a museum is planned for rainy and cold days. However, that is not the case with this one. The Franconian openair museum in Bad Windsheim is particularly recommended
when the weather is nice! Here, more than 100 faithfully rebuilt
breweries, farms, mills, etc. are located. This year the museum
even celebrated its 40th birthday! From Nuremberg train station
it takes about 55 minutes to arrive in Bad Windsheim, including
a change in Neustadt/Aisch.

Lake Brombach: Seven
leisure facilities and
the Absberg bathing
peninsula attract swimmers and water sports
enthusiasts to and onto
the water.

The Veste Coburg
The Veste Coburg - also called the "Franconian Crown" - is the
symbol of the city. It is located on a mountain 167 meters above
the city. Not only the stone towers and walls of the castle complex, which is one of the largest in Germany, can be viewed dur-
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The most beautiful
Franconian excursion
destinations

Meet Bavaria

for the 9-euro ticket

The old Main Bridge in Würzburg with the illuminated Marienberg Fortress. Twelve statues of
saints were put up on the bridge
from 1728/29.

ing a visit. Museums and art collections are also offered on the
Veste. The fortress can be reached on foot from the Coburg train
station within 35 minutes - either via Hahnweg or Festungsstraße.
The old bridge over the Main river in Würzburg
Anyone planning a trip to Würzburg should definitely pay a visit
to the old bridge across the Main river. it is so much more than
just a bridge! It is a meeting place for young and old for the socalled "bridge drink" (“Brückenschoppen”) as well as a vantage
point of the Marienberg Fortress and the vineyards of Würzburg.
The bridge was built in the 1470s and in the 1730s the famous
4.5 meter high statues of saints were put up. From the Würzburg
train station you can walk to the old Main Bridge in about 15 minutes via Kaiserstraße, Juliuspromenade and Karmelitenstraße.
The Main-Spessart Railway
How about an idyllic train ride? The Main-Spessart “Express”
runs from Würzburg to Aschaffenburg. It first crosses the Main
valley on a bridge at a height of 30 meters and then follows the
course of the Main river through the beautiful Spessart mountains.
| by Editor
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The Schwarzach Gorge is a
gorge-like river valley about 2.2
kilometers long south of Schwarzenbruck. This family hike is a
very nice hike right outside the
gates of Nuremberg.

meet bavaria

484 kilometers of
Bavarian originals

The panorama route is exactly
484 kilometers long and runs in a
west-east direction from Lindau am
Bodensee to Schönau am Königssee.
It fascinates above all with its varied
landscape made up of alpine meadows, hills, mountain peaks and lakes.
Against the backdrop of the Bavarian
Alps, the route leads to rustic farming
villages and historic towns.

The most beautiful places
in southern Germany can
be found along the German
Alpine Road
It connects the most famous sights in Bavaria: the German Alpine Road. The oldest vacation route in Germany runs 484 kilometers from Lindau on Lake Constance to Schönau on Lake
Königssee. On hardly any other route can you experience the
landscape, culture and history so intensively. It goes through
the Allgäu via Scheidegg - framed by lush green meadows - to
Pfronten with the highest castle ruins in Germany and on to
Füssen with the famous Neuschwanstein Castle. Oberammergau presents itself authentically with its Lüftlmalereien, painted decorations on the houses, and the Passion Theater. In
Garmisch-Partenkirchen, a trip to the Zugspitze summit with
a panoramic view from the highest point in Germany is worthwhile. The historic old town of Bad Tölz invites you to stroll
and Rottach-Egern to all kinds of culinary delights. The Sudelfeldstraße in the direction of Oberaudorf offers pure driving fun.
The traditional Reit im Winkl is located on the home straight. In
Berchtesgaden, you can learn about the history of 500 years of
mining in the salt mines before ending the tour with a boat trip
and the impressive panorama of Lake Königssee.
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Route of the Bavarian originals
The Route of the Bavarian Originals, as the German Alpine
Road is also called, lines up one world-class attraction after
another. But despite all the fame, the Free State is very authentic along the German Alpine Road: “Anyone who is interested in Bavaria should definitely drive this route. On hardly
any other route can you experience the landscape and culture
so intensively," says Franz Reil, project manager of Bavarian
Roadways Association.
The contrast between the alpine meadows and hilly landscapes
of the foothills of the Alps and the steep mountain peaks such
as the Zugspitze, at 2962 meters Germany’s highest mountain,
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Record-breaking curves and impressive climbs
But not only the density of sights, the route is also record-breaking: The section from Hindelang to Oberjoch in the Allgäu, for
example, the "Oberjoch Passstraße," is the most winding road
in Germany with 106 curves at 300 meters and was already an
important connection across the Alps in the Middle Ages. The
Kesselbergstraße in Upper Bavaria also looks back on an exciting piece of history: the 240 meters in altitude, which connect
Lake Walchensee with Lake Kochel, with an average gradient
of four percent, were the venue for car and motorcycle races
at the beginning of the 20th century. The steepest section of
the German Alpine Road, on the other hand, is a little further
to the east: from Unterwössen in Chiemgau you drive up to
the Masereralm with an incline of up to twelve percent, before
heading back down the valley to Reit im Winkl.
Modern infrastructure on Germany's oldest vacation route
According to reports, the Bavarian King Maximilian II traveled
the route, which encompasses the entire German Alps. In contrast to 1858, however, the road is now well developed. A complete signage in both directions shows the way, which runs
entirely on toll-free roads. Anyone planning to drive along the
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Medieval alleys and town
houses, baroque churches
and monasteries, fine small
shops create a very special
atmosphere in the romantic
old town. In summer, the
many street cafés offer an
almost Italian flair.

is particularly impressive. More than 25 castles, monasteries
and palaces along the route bear witness to Bavaria's history.
Quaint farming villages and historic towns line the route, and
traditional events such as the Viehscheid in Allgäu, when the
cattle returns from the alps in late summer, or the Leonhardi
Ride in Bad Tölz give an insight into Bavarian cultural assets.

meet bavaria
German Alpine Road can download the GPS data for the route
from the website www.deutschealpenstrasse.de and transfer
it to their navigation device. There is also a detailed brochure
that describes all the sights and places along the road.
Luxurious overnight stays in partner hotels
"We recommend four to seven days for the entire course of
the road," says Reil, "so you have enough time to really enjoy
the route." To make it easier for overnight guests to find accommodation, Bavarian Roadways Association provides a list
of partner hotels located directly along the route. Guests will
find select hotels that offer excellent service, excellent cuisine
and extensive wellness treatments. For motorcyclists there is
a list of ADAC-tested motorbike-friendly hotels. These have,
among other things, a parking space and the possibility of
drying gear.

The impressive panorama
of the Alps and Lake Constance opens up behind the
well-known Lindau harbor
entrance with the Bavarian
lion and the white lighthouse. On the promenade,
which is considered to be
the most beautiful on Lake
Constance, you can watch
the maritime activities in
the harbor from one of the
many cafés.
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Meet Bavaria
mountain in Aschau i. Chiemgau with its vantage point, which
offers a fantastic view over Lake Chiemsee. Via Reit im Winkl
and Inzell you reach the final stage through the Weißbach Gorge with a magnificent panorama of the Berchtesgaden Alps.
Our station in Berchtesgaden is located in Bischofswiesen.

The alpine town of Bad
Reichenhall is characterized
by world-class culture,
stylish shopping opportunities as well as vital breaks
and soothing spa classics
made from salt and brine.
In the south, the region
offers high-alpine mountain
landscapes and the worldfamous natural scenery
around Lake Königssee and
Watzmann (2,713 meters).

Journey to happiness
The most beautiful places in Upper Bavaria can be found on
the German Alpine Road. Rottach-Egern invites you to all kinds
of culinary delights and a leisurely boat trip across Lake Tegernsee. The Sudelfeldstraße in the direction of Oberaudorf offers pure driving fun. In the Bankerldorf® Aschau i. Chiemgau,
200 benches entice you to linger and relax. The right pit stop
before heading onto the home stretch: in the direction of Reit
im Winkl with the well-known Winklmoosalm. The journey into
happiness takes you to two lovingly run and exclusive hotels in
a beautiful alpine landscape for three nights each.
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Gourmet and indulgence
Culinary delights in a stylish ambience are offered on the Route of Bavarian Originals. This tour in Oberallgäu starts right in
the heart of the Nagelfluhkette Nature Park in Oberstaufen. It
continues, past the royal castles near Füssen, through the imposing mountains of the Zugspitz region and the Tölzer Land to
Rottach-Egern am Tegernsee. This is where real tradition meets
sporting variety and a high concentration of award-winning cuisine. The destination of this trip is Aschau i. Chiemgau, one of
the 100 places of pleasure in Bavaria, Aschau offers special
delicacies - from the castle praline to the Kampenwand salami.
Family tradition and history
In Garmisch-Partenkirchen at the foot of the Zugspitze you will
find typical Bavarian tradition. The Tölzer Land is reached via
Kesselbergstraße, which was already mentioned as a street in
the 14th century. The route continues past Tegernsee, the local
Tegernsee Monastery which was founded in the 8th century,
and today is the home of the world-famous Bräustüberl with its
long-standing beer tradition. Soon we will reach Rohrdorf with
its many cultural assets that wait to be discovered. Through the
Chiemsee-Alpenland and the Chiemgau, along the oldest brine
pipeline in the world, we reach our destination Berchtesgaden
with the fateful Watzmann mountain.
Pure nature
Lake Spitzingsee features a wonderful panorama surrounded
by countless peaks. The winding Sudelfeldstrasse takes you
to the meadow of the Inn valley in the diverse vacation region
of Chiemsee-Alpenland. The tour leads past the Kampenwand

Stop
by!
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Let your soul dangle
in the Bavarian
Steinwald Forest

The Weißenstein
castle ruins are
located in the heart
of the nature park.
They invite travelers
to learn about the
lives of people
in the Steinwald
Forest hundreds
of years ago.

An insider tip for nature and peace
seekers in the middle of Germany

(djd). Small, but mighty: This is the Steinwald Nature Park in
north-eastern Bavaria. It is the second smallest of a total of 19
Bavarian nature parks. But the recreation area has a lot to offer
for families, hikers, cyclists and nature lovers. In addition, many
activists are committed to species and nature conservation, biological diversity and ecological agriculture.

Photo Credit: djd/Zweckverband Steinwald-Allianz | Matthias Kunz (2)

Actively experience the nature park
The Steinwald Nature Park is located between the Fichtelgebirge
mountain range and the Upper Palatinate Forest. Its landscape
is diverse: basalt peaks, bizarre rock formations, more than a
thousand fish ponds and a small-scale cultural landscape characterize the region. On circular hiking trails such as the forest
history educational trail in the south of the park or the forest adventure trail Fuchsmühl, travelers can experience nature intensively, discover it interactively and learn a lot about the topics of
forest, wildlife, geology, forestry and history. The Steinwald can
also be circumvented by bike. The Steinwald cycle path leads

From the 33 meter
high Oberpfalzturm,
one of the sights of the
Steinwald, you can look
out over the largest
contiguous forest area
in Central Europe.

Families, hikers and
cyclists can enjoy
nature in peace and
quiet in the Bavarian
Steinwald Nature Park.

cyclists 63 kilometers through the gently rolling low mountain
range. Information on these and other routes through the original forest landscape is available at www.steinwald-urlaub.de. The
well-developed hiking and cycling network leads to many interesting sights. The Oberpfalzturm, located at 946 meters above
sea level, for example, offers one of the most beautiful longdistance views. Despite its popularity, visitors to the tower are
often alone, allowing them to enjoy the view at their leisure. At
the Weißenstein or Waldeck castle ruins you can also immerse
yourself in the history of the region and the life of the people in
earlier centuries.
Habitat for endangered animals
Thanks to active nature conservation and the creation of quiet
areas, many native animal species, such as red deer, feel at
home in the Steinwald forest. The region is also a habitat for
special species such as adders, Ural owls, garden dormouse or
freshwater pearl mussels, which are considered extinct in many
areas and are on the Red List of Endangered Species. Recently,
even lynxes have been roaming the area again. Employees and
volunteers from some clubs, together with two rangers, take care
of preserving and caring for the landscape and protecting the
flora and fauna. They also deal intensively with visitor management, biological diversity, culture, environmental education and
ecological agriculture. For this reason, the Association of German Nature Parks awarded the Steinwald the title Quality Nature
Park at the end of 2021. The park in north-eastern Bavaria is
a paradise for anyone looking for peace and relaxation in the
midst of nature.
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Recipe tips for sophisticated
summer drinks with a
Mediterranean flair

food & drinks

The flavors of the
Mediterranean
(djd). Summer, sun, beach feeling: The Mediterranean is one of
the most popular vacation destinations for Germans for a good
reason. Finally getting out again, trying Mediterranean delights
and feeling the warmth - that's what makes people long for Spanish, Italian or Greek dream destinations. Anyone who wants to
experience that vacation feeling in their own garden or on their
balcony, whether as an anticipation of the approaching vacation
or as a reminder of happy travels, can bring the aromas of the
Mediterranean home with summery cocktail creations.

Mediterranean Smash
Slight sweetness meets aromatic lemon in this cocktail: the herbal freshness gives you a summery zest for
life with every sip - combined with a round trip through
the botany of the Mediterranean region.

Capri Lemonade with the
freshness of citrus fruits
Feel the Italian Mediterranean on the palate:
the composition of citrus fruits from Capri, fine
tangerine notes and fresh lemonade makes
you dream of hot summer days. As a refreshing drink with friends on the balcony, this is a
perfect moment of indulgence for adults.

Ingredients for a cocktail:
• 60ml Gin Mare
• 30 ml of lemon juice
• 25 ml sugar syrup
• Garnish: basil, rosemary, thyme, olive
• Glass: Tumbler

Ingredients for a cocktail:
• 50ml Gin Mare Capri
• 100ml Seventeen Tonic Water
• 100 ml fresh lemonade
• Garnish: basil leaf
• Glass: long drink glass

Preparation:
Crush the basil and olive in the shaker with a pestle,
shake vigorously over ice with the Gin Mare, lemon
juice and sugar syrup. Strain into a tumbler and garnish with basil, rosemary, thyme and olive.

Preparation:
Pour Gin Mare Capri into a long drink glass
filled with ice cubes and top up with equal
parts fresh lemonade and tonic water. Garnish
with a basil leaf.

Photo Credit: djd/www.ginmare.com

The lifestyle of the Mediterranean
A mixture of siesta and dolce vita, relaxed cuisine and a warm,
summery climate - that's what makes people yearn for vacation
destinations from Barcelona to Capri. With selected ingredients
and the fun of mixing them yourself, sophisticated cocktails bring
this lifestyle into your home. Gin Mare, for example, transports
a large portion of the typical Mediterranean charm. Botanicals
from the Mediterranean create new aromatic depth in well-known
cocktail classics. Spanish Arbequina olives, Italian basil, Turkish
thyme and Greek rosemary give this gin its spicy and aromatic
character. The alternative for Mediterranean-fresh creations is
Gin Mare Capri with fresh citrus notes and fine bergamot.
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food & Drinks

For vegetables like asparagus, an
extra virgin olive oil is the right
choice. It allows for quick cooking at high temperatures on the
grill or in the pan, while keeping
the asparagus juicy on the inside.

Mediterranean
summer
kitchen

Recipe tip 1:

Fried green
asparagus

Cooking with olive oil:
delicious recipe tips

(djd). Whether it's a gazpacho made from sun-ripened tomatoes, a paella with seafood or stuffed eggplants: Mediterranean
cuisine has a lot to offer in terms of taste and is considered to
be particularly healthy. The menu traditionally includes lots of
fresh vegetables, aromatic herbs and fish. Olive oil is an integral part of Mediterranean cuisine.

Photo Credit: djd/Oliveoilworldtour Recipe ideas (2) | winston – stock.adobe.com

European olive oils enrich the kitchen
Vegetables such as tomatoes, zucchini or peppers are often
fried or grilled in olive oil. A method of preparation that is not
only simple, but also healthy. The edible oil is rich in antioxidants and consists of more than 70 percent monounsaturated fatty acids. The world's largest producer of olive oil is Europe. In Spain alone, more than 200 different types of olives are
grown, which differ significantly in taste and aroma - so there
is the right virgin olive oil for every dish and every palate. When
preparing vegetables such as asparagus, the healthy cooking
oil allows for quick cooking at high temperatures on the grill or
in the pan. This keeps the asparagus juicy on the inside and
both the nutrients in the oil and the vegetables are preserved.
If you use an extra virgin olive oil of an intense variety such
as Cornicabra, it gives the
asparagus an unmistakable, Mediterranean aroma. Olive oil also refines
the taste of cold dishes
such as guacamole.

The addition of virgin
olive oil refines the taste
of the guacamole.

BräuWirt Restaurant and Brewery in Weiden‘s Old Town!
Tradit
Traditional
dishes and typical Bavarian specialties served fresh
from
fr
om the kitchen. The brewery offers high-quality, home-made
Zoigl be
beers, brewed following the Bavarian purity requirements.
Visit us at the BräuWirt!

Ingredients for two people:
• 500 g of green asparagus or wild asparagus
• 50 ml of extra virgin olive oil of the Cornicabra variety
• coarse salt (to taste)

Preparation:
Wash asparagus in cold water. Cut off about an inch or two
from the bottom of the stem. Drizzle a frying pan or griddle
with some extra virgin olive oil. When the oil is hot, add the
asparagus and sear on all sides for a few minutes. Sprinkle
a pinch of coarse salt over the asparagus and serve as a
side dish or as a starter with some baguette.

RRecipe tip 2:

Guacamole
Ingredients for two servings:
• 1 tablespoon extra virgin olive oil
• 1 avocado
• ¼ bunch coriander
• ¼ onion
• 2 cloves of garlic
• Juice of a lime
• 2 green onions
• Salt

Preparation:
Halve the avocado, remove the stone and use a spoon to
remove the flesh from the skin. Place in a bowl and mash
finely with a fork. Finely chop the coriander, peel and
finely dice the onion, finely chop the garlic. Add to the
avocado along with the remaining ingredients and mix.
Guacamole tastes good with tortilla chips, for example.
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BräuWirt Weiden: Bavarian delicacies and fresh Zoigl beer
from the home brewery
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